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This research sets the bar for antisemitism unnaturally high. Tolerance levels were raised to avoid deflective arguments over ‘criticism of Israel’. This approach is identical to the position taken in similar research into the English PSC and Scottish PSC in 2017².

Had the definition included calling Israel a ‘Nazi’ state, almost every member of the group would fail. In more direct language, according to the recently adopted UK Government definition of antisemitism (the IHRA definition), the overwhelming majority of group members identified display blatantly antisemitic views³.

This research is therefore disassociated from the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Therefore, almost any reference to Israel’s treatment of the Palestinians, however antisemitic, is ignored. The research ignored talk of Israel committing genocide, of being as bad or worse than the Nazis and all manner of other distortions.

Another visible element that was not used was the application of individual acts to label the actions of the state. So rather than the state being the vehicle through which people are, for better or worse, enabled through their freedom, the state of Israel becomes shackled and vilified through the actions of its most extreme citizens, the implication being that something is ‘genetically’ wrong with the state. England, placed into a similar test tube, would become a nation that rapes and kills women because of Peter Sutcliffe.

What has been highlighted in this research consists of three central elements:

➢ Holocaust denial/revisionism
➢ The mutation of Israel into a controlling global Jew (conspiracy theory)
➢ Fixation on Jews, classic antisemitic tropes

I seek to show that hard-core antisemitism is rampant in anti-Zionist activity. As the Scottish Sunday Times pointed out following the release of my report into the SPSC in July 2017, ‘you would need to work hard at it’ to be included in the research⁴.

---

² Collier, David. ‘Antisemitism inside the Palestine Solidarity Campaign’. 22/2/2017. Available online
Collier, David ‘Jew Hate and Holocaust Denial in Scotland’. Published by Jewish Human Rights Watch. 30/7/2017. Available online
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/953855_faecb29a6e7d4dc6b07d80da1a99bb812.pdf
³ See International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) definition. Available online
(Adopted by UK government, 2017)
⁴ ‘Dangerous liaisons can legitimise hate’. Alex Massie, The Scottish Sunday Times, July 30 2017
JEREMY CORBYN – THE NEXT PRIME MINISTER?

There are two news stories relevant to this section. The first occurred in May 2017, when the Daily Telegraph ran a story that revealed Jeremy Corbyn had been ‘a “stalwart” supporter of an anti-Israel campaign group Deir Yassin Remembered (DYR) for several years after its organisers were exposed publicly for their extreme anti-Semitic views’⁵.

The Telegraph went on to comment that ‘while there is no suggestion Mr Corbyn shares their views, his association raises serious questions about his judgement’.

The second story occurred in late 2014. On 2 October, US anti-Zionist Max Blumenthal spoke in the Attlee Suite at Portcullis House, part of the UK Parliamentary Estate. Blumenthal was late for the event, and the organisers looked to have one or two attendees fill in the gap by speaking. James Thring, a well-known far-right conspiracy theorist, was one of them⁶. CST describes Thring as a ‘veteran far right activist’.⁷

UK blogger, Richard Millett, who was at the event, took a photo of Thring speaking⁸.

⁵ http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/05/20/jeremy-corbyns-10-year-association-group-denies-holocaust/
⁶ The Mail article is inaccurate, in that it suggests Corbyn ‘hosted’, the event. He wasn’t there, as he was at a funeral – but he did organise it. The article however details the James Thring episode. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3191508/Jeremy-Corbyn-hosts-event-anti-Semitic-conspiracy-theorist-gives-speech.html
⁸ Image taken from Richard Millett blog (with permission). https://richardmillett.wordpress.com/2014/10/05/neonazi-does-warm-up-act-anti-israel-activist-max-blumenthal/ Millett also uploaded a video of the talk. Thring was warmly invited to the stage by one of the organisers. See https://richardmillett.wordpress.com/2014/10/10/neonazi-talks-at-max-blumenthals-anti-israel-event-in-parliament-clip-update/
Blumenthal himself is not without controversy. I have seen him speak several times, and his talks are full of conspiratorial tales. In 2013 he was named by The Simon Wiesenthal Centre in their list of the ‘Top 10 antisemitic anti-Israel slurs’\(^9\).

Blumenthal appeared before the Russell Tribunal on September 25, 2014 on the back of his experience in Gaza during the 2014 conflict\(^10\). Blumenthal wrote a book on the 2014 Gaza Conflict called the ‘51 Day War’. The blurb on the back suggests ‘he was on the ground at the time’. Except he wasn’t. Once you read the book you realise he does not seem to have been in Gaza for more than two days of the conflict itself\(^11\).

What Blumenthal appears to do is arrive after the conflict and build a case that suits his mindset. Relying on a combination of the very real devastation, his conspiratorial mumblings, and dubious oral history, to create a narrative he can sell.

Millett’s blog asks a pertinent question: ‘Why was a “neo-Nazi” invited by the organisers to speak at an anti-Israel event in Parliament’? I will go further and ask why are speakers like Blumenthal constantly invited to the Parliamentary Estate? On several occasions in the recent past, speakers with vicious antisemitic histories, or people who are adored by antisemites, have been given a stage where none should be given to them\(^12\).

The answer is in places like Palestine Live. What I did not expect to see whilst doing research into the group was this:

![Blumenthal](image)

Elleanne Green hadn’t just mentioned Corbyn, she had tagged him. Which means that at this point, in 2013, less than three months after the group opened, Jeremy Corbyn MP was...


\(^10\) [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Blumenthal#Israel_and_Palestine](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Blumenthal#Israel_and_Palestine)


probably a member alongside conspiracy theorists, rabid antisemites, white supremacists and Holocaust deniers.

Referring to an earlier comment, being a dormant member of a Facebook Group, however rancid, is excusable. You could argue Corbyn didn’t know, although you would expect MPs to be a little discerning about which groups they are added to.

Elleanne Green tagged Corbyn several times:

30th December 2013

Elleanne Green Jenny Tonge and Jeremy Corbyn are inspirational here in the UK - I commend them to anyone anywhere who wants to know who the brave and articulate politicians in my country are ...

19th January 2014

Note in the above image, Jenny Tonge is also tagged. She became a member on 12th January 2014.

23rd January 2014

9th February 2014

I do know how much Jeremy Corbyn opposes all these evils though - he is quite astonishing in his energy and efforts.

5th March 2014

Jeremy Corbyn is so active - he cares about Palestine.

5th June 2014

Gratitude to Jeremy Corbyn ...
There were no comments found in early 2014 however, and it is beyond the scope of this research to look at every ‘like’ on every post. The question became, did Corbyn know he was in Palestine Live? A Facebook group with admins of conspiracy theorists like Elleanne Green and Tony Gratex? In a group alongside people from the far-right? Holocaust Deniers? At the time Gilad Atzmon was revered on the site:

Pam Arnold was a frequent poster (this from 29 April 2014)\(^\text{13}\):

And the members list looked like a conspiracy theorist’s Who’s Who. The group is constantly awash with posts claiming the ‘Zionists’ are responsible for every evil on the planet. You cannot go there without seeing something that is hard-core antisemitism. By Mid-2014, Holocaust Denier Paul Eisen had joined the party\(^\text{14}\):

The answer to the question about Corbyn was found in the threads about the Max Blumenthal event.

\(^\text{13}\) See Daphne Ansen blog on Pam Hardyment / Arnold http://daphneanson.blogspot.co.uk/2016/04/pamela-pamela-her-long-and-slimy-trail.html
\(^\text{14}\) See Paul Eisen article ‘My Life as a Holocaust Denier’ https://www.righteousjews.org/article27a.html
JEREMY CORBYN AND THE BLUMENTHAL EVENT

On 24th September Elleanne Green posted in ‘Palestine Live’ that Max Blumenthal had contacted her, looking to set up an event:

Blumenthal connected with a conspiracy theorist who shares material about Holocaust Denial. He wants her to help set up an event. **Blumenthal is using Green as an agent.**

In turn Elleanne tags eight people. We have already seen many posts from one of those tagged. Tony Gratrex. Who are the other seven who were tagged?

Sandra Watfa is the public face of ‘InMinds’, which describes itself as ‘an Islamic group using the medium of the internet to campaign on issues effecting the Ummah’.\(^\text{15}\)

InMinds is a small group who spend almost all their time on boycotting Israel.\(^\text{16}\) The Chair of InMinds, Abbas Ali, is also a member of the group.

---

15 https://www.facebook.com/inmindscom/
There are many examples of antisemitic posts or comments from Sandra Watfa in this report. Here are three examples:\(^{17}\):

17 The first post is a David Icke video of a speech about ‘Rothschild Zionism’ see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VskFmitRpb0 the second and third images are Watfa’s personal choice of hashtags.
Moving through the list. Some examples of antisemitic posts from Seymour Alexander:

18 The second image is a link to Intifada Palestine, which was an antisemitic conspiracy fake news site. This is the web archive capture of the article https://web.archive.org/web/20151130054716/http://www.intifada-palestine.com/2015/11/decoding-the-paris-attacks-isis-blowback-or-french-israeli-false-flag/
Above is another link to an Intifada-Palestine conspiracy article\(^{19}\). Examples of antisemitic posts from Andy Taylor\(^{20}\):

It blames Israel for several false flags including the attack at San Bernardino\(^{21}\). It states that ‘Israel needs these False Flags to happen on a regular basis’. It includes this quote:

> So the next Israeli False Flag against the USA will follow the past scripts of it being a gory event, shooting dozens of unarmed people, then framing some Muslim patsies for the attack, having already rounded up the patsies and conveniently placed them close to the attack, handcuffed and already shot dead, like the couple in San Bernardino.

---


\(^{20}\) Andy Taylor’s profile is now ‘Derek Andrew Hands’. The image present is an article from the ‘Ugly Truth’ antisemitic conspiracy site see https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2015/12/28/israels-next-false-flag/

\(^{21}\) See wiki page on attack https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2015_San_Bernardino_attack
More from ‘Derek’ 22:

22 Image 1: The idea that anyone is in a place to dictate to Jewish people what is or is not a Jewish symbol is absurd. Image two links to David Icke video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhEtCL_zkwk that works on several conspiracies including the Khazar myth. Image three was linked to in the Sandra Watfa examples.
Another of those tagged, Elizabeth Dudley was suspended in 2016 by the Labour Party over posts and likes related to Zionism\(^{23}\). I don’t think they saw this one\(^{24}\):

![Facebook post](image)

Or these:

![Facebook post](image)

It is impossible to determine whether Dudley is aware she is commenting on articles from rabid antisemitic conspiracy sites (theuglytruth). Another image in this report, shows her liking a post that contained both ‘Mein Kampf’ and ‘Elders of Zion’.


\(^{24}\) ‘Brother Nathanael’ video on 9/11 see [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4bG3Q3bKbH_0](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4bG3Q3bKbH_0)
This is Dudley liking a post that suggests the BBC is under the control of ‘ZOG’.25

I found nothing on Jose Fonseca, who was also tagged. She never posted, only commented in one-word answers, and hasn’t done anything on the site for 18 months. Her own profile is private.

Then there are Leah Levane and Glyn Secker. Leah Levane spoke at the 2017 Labour Party Conference26:

> Delegate Leah Levane urged the Labour Party conference, don’t accuse people of anti-Semitism when they criticise Israel

---

25 ‘Zionist-occupied government (abbreviated as ZOG) is an antisemitic conspiracy theory that claims “Jewish agents” secretly control the governments of Western states. The expression is used by white supremacist, far-right, nativist, or antisemitic groups in the United States and Europe, as well as by ultra-nationalists such as Pamyat in Russia, and various far-right groups including the Freemen, Identity Christians, Odinists, and Ku Klux Klan’. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zionist_Occupation_Government_conspiracy_theory

26 See Telegraph: https://twitter.com/telegraph/status/912659741133983744?lang=en
Glynn Secker ‘heckled a leading figure in the Jewish Labour Movement (JLM) during his speech to the party conference’ the year before. Both are members of the new group ‘Jewish Voice for Labour’ (JVL). A group set up to defend Corbyn against accusations that antisemitism has infested the party. Glynn is Secretary of the JVL. Whilst they are busy telling everyone there is no antisemitism in the Labour Party, both are also still members of Palestine Live, and tagged alongside those who share Holocaust Denial material and take their ‘news’ from antisemitic conspiracy websites.

This marriage between hard-core anti-Jewish conspiracy theorists, and hard-left ‘Marxist’ anti-Zionist Jews is providing sickening cover for rampant antisemitism. There is far more on JVL, and the sister group Free Speech on Israel on page 87.

Leah Levane (Facebook name was apparently changed to ‘D’vorah Leah’ at some point in 2017) is the first of the tagged people to respond, about one hour after the original post. Then Elleanne makes another comment:

At this point in the thread, Elleanne Green tags an MP and a sitting member of the House of Lords into the thread, seeking help in giving Max Blumenthal the legitimacy of a stage in the British Parliamentary Estate.

There have been several pages of examples of Elleanne Green sharing antisemitic material. There are many that have not been posted because there are too many to post. On the following page is another example. The thread is from 2014. So is the post.

---

27 http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/anti-semitism-used-as-weapon-to-attack-jeremy-corbyn-says-labour-member-who-heckled-jewish-speaker_uk_57ebaaf1e4b0397f73b8407b
The website is Radicalpress.com. The website no longer exists. The author, Arthur Topham was finally convicted in Canada in March 2017 of promoting hatred against Jews through his website, RadicalPress.com, which the Crown said ‘demonized Jews and forwarded anti-Semitic conspiracy theories’\(^{28}\).

The article has been archived. This is how it looked in 2014\(^ {29}\):

Mein Kampf and Elders of Zion. If you don’t smell antisemitism here immediately, you have no right to talk about the subject at all. Notice also, the Anti-Zionist Yahoo Group advert. The mix between the two is almost absolute. Elleanne shared it, Elizabeth Dudley liked the post:

On the Blumenthal event thread, there are then these comments:

More confirmation of Corbyn’s membership of the group. Kate Buffery’s Facebook profile is hidden behind security settings, but she is a friend of both Tony Gratrex and Elleanne Green. Buffery chose to leave the group shortly after this, because Elleanne turned the settings of the group from ‘closed’ to ‘secret’. She was only added to the group on 7 February 2014:
The discussion on the Blumenthal event continues:

It would be interesting to know if Jim Naughtie did host ‘family friend’ Blumenthal, and if these are the connections that give you airtime on BBC Radio?

Buffery’s earlier post about having sent an email, was at 14:35 on 25th September 2014. The ‘Urgent’ comment above, was posted at 16:21 on the same day. At 17:39 she posted this:

What a network indeed.
The next post is a day later, at 14:57.

This is someone who shares websites that promote Mein Kampf and the Elders of Zion, apparently with direct access to Chris Doyle, Director of CAABU and Sara Colbourne, who was then the Director of the PSC. It is also evidence that the meeting was successfully arranged with Corbyn’s office, and the event was going to be ‘invitation only’.

From the thread. 26 September at 15:47:

Corbyn once again both thanked, and as a group member, also tagged.

---

30 See on Doyle at CAABU at http://www.caabu.org/about/who-we-are/staff/chris-doyle and on Colbourne at PSC https://www.palestinecampaign.org/psc-director-sarah-colborne/
From the same thread:

And Green’s wish, it seems, is the PSC’s command. From the PSC website:\[31:\]

And Twitter:\[32:\]

\[31\] See https://www.palestinecampaign.org/events/meeting-max-blumenthal/

\[32\] See https://twitter.com/PSCupdates/status/517634116662353920
The meeting went ahead. On October 3, Elleanne Green posted images:

At this point, Elleanne tags Jack Bond, who had just become a member. Jack Bond was recently, and may still be, Jeremy Corbyn’s Social Media Manager. And then there was this in the comment section:

There is no suggestion Jeremy Corbyn shares the views of many inside the group. What this provides is evidence he knows he is a member.

---

33 See Guardian discussion of Labour’s Election Campaign
With the concentration levels of hard-core antisemitic ideology within this group so high, it is always possible to pick any list presented and highlight the problems. This research is not digging deep to find rare examples of antisemitism within the group. It is picking the low hanging fruit available everywhere the research lands, in every post and every comment thread presented. Corbyn’s comment was presented, the low hanging fruit was picked.

Above Jeremy Corbyn in the comment stream (see image on previous page) are Lynn Faulkner, Elleanne Green and Chaz Labrock.

Evidence of Elleanne Green Facebook activity has already been presented. Meet Chaz Labrock34:

34 This is a link to a Holocaust denial post on Facebook. See https://www.facebook.com/note_s/bob-smith/finally-putting-the-holocaust-to-bed/994688420578381/
Notes image 135.image 236.image 337

35 Jewish suffering post is taken from a Palestine Live thread
36 Renegade Tribune is a white supremacist website. Image is self-explanatory. See http://www.renegadetribe.com/international-red-cross-report-confirms-holocaust-six-million-jews-hoax/
37 Whale.To List of Mossad ‘Black Ops’ that begins with the ‘Lusitania’ and ‘Kristallnacht’. Site contains many antisemitic / Holocaust Denial articles. See http://www.whale.to/b/mossad_black_ops.html
Chaz is an American. Lyn Faulkner is too.

---

Facebook post from ‘Rothschild’s Zionism group. See https://www.facebook.com/lyntarheelm/posts/121642694682267


Link to David Icke video suggesting Jews need to be saved from Rothschilds Zionism. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xe5cQDiamps&feature=share There are over *40* David Icke shares on Faulkner's timeline

---

The antisemitic presence in this group is overwhelming and ever-present.

On the 4th October, Corbyn ‘liked’ other photos shared from a different Max Blumenthal event, that had taken place in Islington.

The problem here is the environment. This is an antisemitic sewer, full of some of the most rabid hate-filled ideologies. What is a UK politician doing, helping this group, associating with it? Elleanne shared the post, Tony Gratex, Aaron Dover and Rosie Phillips are the first three ‘likes’. The fourth person ‘Connor’ no longer has a visible Facebook account in this name. We have seen posts from Elleanne and Tony. Aaron tragically died last year following years of drug abuse. ‘In 2013 he suffered his first psychotic episode and his mental health rapidly deteriorated with erratic and paranoid behaviour.’ 41 His YouTube Channel is still full of his antisemitic and ‘flat earth’ videos 42.

Examples of shares from ‘Rosie Phillips’ are on the following page.

---

41 See Daily Mail article following his death http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4956996/Cannabis-smoking-City-worker-fell-death.html
42 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9yj6MNR2Mvy3x0j_XWZ1Zw
Posts from Rosie Phillips⁴³:

Holocaust Denial:

‘In other words, according to the World Almanac the world population of Jews increased (!) between 1933 and 1948 from 15,315,000 to 15,753,000. If the German government under Adolf Hitler had – as alleged – murdered six million Jews those losses should have been reflected in the Jewish population numbers quoted in the World Almanac.

The suspicions raised by above numbers concerning the veracity of the allegations made against the Hitler government are confirmed by the official three-volume report by the International Committee of the Red Cross, released 1948 in Geneva’ according to which 272,000 concentration camp inmates died in German custody, about half of them Jews’.

⁴³ Link to image 1 Rothschild Illuminati https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1HVzMpx5mnw&app=desktop link to image 2 Holocaust denial http://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=85432 For wiki description of the misuse of Red Cross statistics in Holocaust Denial see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Criticism_of_Holocaust_denial#International_Committee_of_the_Red_Cross
At the beginning of this section, I raised the question asked by Richard Millett. ‘Why was a “neo-Nazi” invited by the organisers to speak at an anti-Israel event in Parliament’?

The answer should now be clear: Because they all swim in the same sewer. The question we need to ask is this: Why is Jeremy Corbyn inside it too?

---

JEREMY CORBYN STAYS A WHILE

On the 4th October 2014, Elleanne Green shared a Ynet Article about Tzipi Livni:

[Image]

Livni: Netanyahu shouldn’t be prime minister, he’s weak and frightened
News: ‘The public needs to understand it has been brainwashed. We became a paranoid country. Netanyahu turned Israel into a ghetto,’ Hatnua leader tells Ynet.

The first visible comment uses the term ‘Zios’. There were thirty-five comments in total. This was number thirteen:

[Image]

---

45 See Ynet (Israeli news site in English) www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4599568,00.html
On the 11th October:

Mads Gilbert at the Russell Tribunal on Palestine Extraordinary Session in Brussels 24-25th September 2014

Wondering if we could get him to speak at Westminster. @Jeremy Corbyn, Jack Bond, @Alero Elizabeth Dudley ... do you think that might work?
There first three comments are from Sandra Watfa, Jeremy Corbyn and Elleanne Green. I provided numerous examples of posts from Elleanne Green and Sandra earlier. I provide some more on the next page.

More context provided by Sandra Watfa - the upper slice of the ‘Corbyn sandwich’:

![Image]

This is how the article begins:\(^{46}\):

‘The Rothschild global bankster cabal created WW I and II, invented the holocaust hoax as a brainwashing tool to discourage people from criticizing jews, to extort billions from Germany, and as a myth which was utilized in the founding of Israel in 1948. Later, this cabal held a successful coup against the United States on Nov 22, 1963, when it assassinated JFK over a secret diplomatic battle he was having with "Israel" one their illegal nukes and for his efforts to force the jewish lobby, then called The American Zionist Council, to register under the Foreign Agent Registration Act, which would have ended its ability to control congress altogether. Undoubtedly, he was not a fan of the FED either.’

The author of that piece is Trevor LaBonte. To understand his extremism better, I provide a link to a comment he made on an Alison Chabloz blog, where he basically told her she was not extreme enough. A case of ‘a denier out-denying a denier’\(^{47}\).

---


\(^{47}\) See LaBonte comment on Chabloz blog August 21 2015
https://alisonchabloz.wordpress.com/2015/08/17/my-quenelle-is-a-massive-up-yours-dedicated-to-my-abusers/

---
This is one of Elleanne’s Green’s ‘likes’:

Green likes a post about ‘Amazing Atzmon’ (Gilad), which gives thanks to Trevor Labonte for sharing the video. Atzmon, has promoted LaBonte elsewhere. LaBonte and Atzmon have both been called ‘neo-Nazis’ by US group ‘Jewish Voice for Peace’. Atzmon’s article also mentions Ken O’Keefe, a favourite of many Palestine Live posters. LaBonte writes for the website ‘The Ugly Truth’, which as has been seen, is commonly shared on Palestine Live.

Here is an image of O’Keefe and LaBonte together:

---

48 See Atzmon’s blog ‘The War against Trevor LaBonte’ http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/the-war-against-trevor-labonte.html

49 I found numerous references to this, but all on antisemitic sites, and all using the same source without links. I therefore provide a link to Atzmon’s blog that discusses the JVP claim. See http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/2015/5/8/in-gratitude-of-jvp

50 See https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/?s=labonte for the article with the image see https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2017/07/13/deep-anti-nwo-thoughts-by-trevor-labonte/
However this website wishes to describe itself, it is certainly not pushing humanitarian, non-racist, left-wing politics.

Back to Corbyn and his comments in the group. On the 14th October:

This post was in relation to the UK parliamentary vote to support recognition of Palestine as a state\textsuperscript{51}. The vote was reported as ‘symbolic’\textsuperscript{52}.

On the following page is part of the message stream on the Palestine Live post.

\textsuperscript{51} Original post, by Palestine Solidarity Campaign.

\textsuperscript{52} http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-29596822
Is Jeremy Corbyn really not looking at what he is posting, where he is posting it, who is making the post, and what other comments are in the thread?
On 3rd December 2014

Elleanne’s comment refers to Corbyn’s earlier compliments of Gilbert on 11th October (page 30 of this report). Gilbert is a controversial figure and has been banned by Israel\textsuperscript{53}. Part of the message stream is on the following page.

\textsuperscript{53} https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mads_Gilbert#Controversies
After this it went quiet. Corbyn was tagged, and therefore still a member on 25 August 2015:
Then there is this comment dated 24 February 2016:

Which suggests Corbyn was still a member of ‘Palestine Live’ when he became leader of the Labour Party, and for a ‘few weeks’ beyond that date.

A central member of his team, Jack Bond, remained inside the group. He is still a member as this report is published.

So is Seb Corbyn (I found no evidence of activity from Seb)
DID THE LABOUR PARTY SEND ELLEANNE GREEN ON HOLIDAY?

On 5th November 2014, shortly after the Max Blumenthal event, Elleanne Green turned the Facebook Group from ‘Closed’ to ‘Secret’. This led to a discussion on the site, and to Kate Buffery leaving the group. Kate and Elleanne had been the ‘partnership, that created the Blumenthal event, and Kate had been the one who contacted Corbyn’s office.

Elleanne changed the group’s status, because she was going away, and didn’t want outsiders to see.

Clearly, it was destination ‘Palestine’.

This was what Buffery said:

54 From Palestine Live thread ‘why secret?’ 5 Nov 2014.
Buffery mentions an invitation and a Labour Party initiative. One month later Green went to Israel.

This was shortly after the Blumenthal event. Who inside Labour invited Elleanne Green to go to Israel? Was this an invite from Labour? Did Corbyn’s office help to arrange to arrange the Blumenthal event. Was it that connection that led to the invite?

There is no way to verify whether the trip itself was the ‘Labour Party initiative’ mentioned, but it would be highly coincidental if not. It is deeply disturbing that someone who shares Holocaust denial material and 100’s of antisemitic posts, let alone someone who simply wants Israel destroyed, was considered fit for any Labour initiative at all.
CLIVE LEWIS MP

Clive became a member of Palestine Live on 15 October 2015

Clive Lewis is the sitting MP for Norwich South. Clive Lewis takes a ‘keen interest in matters relating to Israel and Palestine in Parliament and will continue to push for a peaceful resolution to the conflict in the form of a two-state solution’.

Here is Clive liking three of Elleanne’s comments, on a post picturing him in the region with Iyad Burnat.

---

56 ‘My Week in Westminster’ Feb 27 2016, from Clive Lewis website
http://www.clivelewis.org/my_week_in_westminster
One wonders why on earth he is a member of a secret Facebook group, with an agenda supportive of racism and violence? I have no problem believing his intentions are entirely sincere, but it is this foolishness that is so often displayed by people who fall into the trap. How can an MP be a member of a group like this and not look around?

Aside from the fact that one of the two posts, was placed by someone who shares horrific antisemitic posts, and it is within a secret group full of hard-core antisemites, the only thing wrong with Clive’s behaviour is the naivety involved. He knows the accusations are there, he is fully aware there is an alleged problem, did he not perform even a cursory check? Not use the groups ‘search facility’ just once, to see if the group was worthy of an MP’s presence?
He is betraying his constituents, by closing off his mind to the possibility that the accusations of antisemitism are real. Once this happens, the slippery slope does its work. He buys into propaganda, goes off on junkets to see ‘the truth’ and then sees accusations of anti-Jewish racism as political manipulation. ‘Anti-Zionism is nothing to do with antisemitism’ becomes mantra. The louder the protests, the more hardened he becomes. Before you know it, he is inside Palestine Live, exchanging niceties with someone who ten weeks ago shared a post such as this:

Rich Siegel describes himself as an ‘ex-Jew’, and shared Paul Eisen’s article ‘I am a Holocaust Denier’ a few years ago. He shared lots of Eisen articles. Including inside Palestine Live. He is of course a member.

There are 3000 members in the group. I challenge Clive Lewis to find ONE (active) that will honestly support the two-state solution he says he supports. I challenge Clive to search for terms like ‘Holocaust myth’ in the group. And then I suggest he go and talk to Jeremy Corbyn about the very real antisemitism that does exist in the party and wonder about how they all became so blind.
THE LABOUR SEWER

Wherever you look in Palestine Live, you find people that shouldn’t be there, and endless images of Jeremy Corbyn. Over the last eighteen months, there has been a noticeable change in the group, and non-British members have commented on the ‘Corbyn’ obsession the group has developed.

The main image on the Group landing page is now of the group Labour Against the Witch-Hunt:

The only group the ‘admin’ recommend you join is ‘Free Speech on Israel’:

Both Labour against the Witch-Hunt and Free Speech on Israel are over-represented in Palestine Live.

---

57 Labour Against the Witch Hunt is a group set up by expelled or suspended members of the Labour Party who suggest the accusations of antisemitism against Labour members are part of a politically motivated attack to undermine Jeremy Corbyn and silence criticism of Israel. See http://www.labouragainstthewitchhunt.org/

There is also a Facebook group, or groups, because they split soon after forming https://antisemitism.uk/labour-against-the-witch-hunt-expels-member-over-antisemitism-prompting-formation-of-group-protesting-antisemitism-witch-hunt-within-labour-against-the-witch-hunt/

58 Free Speech on Israel is a pro-Corbyn group set up to deflect accusations of antisemitism. It key operative also operate as a second group, ‘Jewish Voice for Labour’, inside the Labour Party.

http://freespeechonisrael.org.uk and http://www.jewishvoiceforlabour.org.uk/
Judging by their own comments, there are scores of Labour members in this group. Many of the people highlighted in this group are self-declared members of the party. As we have seen, even MP’s have played their part. Another MP listed as a member is Chris Williamson MP.

What he said on the accusations of antisemitism against Labour was this:

‘I’m not saying it never ever happens but it is a really dirty, lowdown trick, particularly the antisemitism smears. Many people in the Jewish community are appalled by what they see as the weaponisation of antisemitism for political ends’.

There was ABSOLUTELY NO SIGN OF ANY ACTIVITY OF ANY KIND from Chris within the group, but he has been included in the report to show how Elleanne’s network operates, and the level that it operates at. Williamson gets identified as a ‘fellow traveller’ through his activity and brought into the group to see if he will ‘bite’.

It is a shame Chris does not seem to have noticed the group. It would show him how people who deny antisemitism are the ones weaponising it for political ends.

As it is, he seems to talk to them, oblivious to the ideological poison they have been spreading for years.

There is I hope, absolutely no connection, between the type of solution that Williamson sees for Israel, and the one Elleanne promotes. As it is, the two mingle together with a united aim. This is the problem inside Labour. Hate has latched onto Corbyn as the ‘great hope’.

---

59 As no attempt has been made to verify external identity, all claims of membership alongside a relevant post or share have been taken at face value.

60 See article with these comments (Guardian 28 Aug 2017)
From Palestine Live, comments on a Mike Cushman post 8 September 2017

As it stands, Williamson seems blind to the level of antisemitism that is actively involved with the party and has joined forces with those who are either riddled with antisemitism, or actively engaged in protecting ‘the ideology’ at all costs. Even by denying blatant racism against Jews.
Steven Saxby is running as a candidate in Westminster, having been ‘blocked’ from doing the same in his local constituency. Apparently, the problem was having once shared a platform with George Galloway. Saxby is firmly identified with the ‘Palestinian cause’. Judging by the image below, he is also firmly identified with those who deny antisemitism is a problem:

---


62 See thread on Saxby via Labour Against Antisemitism on Twitter [https://twitter.com/gnasherjew/status/937394882313883650](https://twitter.com/gnasherjew/status/937394882313883650)
Saxby commented on Elleanne’s post:

He knows he is a member of the group. Then there is this:

‘Completing a conversation with John McDonnell’. There were at least two conversations. And what about? ‘Gordon Nardell and Steven Saxby’. ‘Good to get some closure’. Elleanne Green with McDonnell’s ear. Is this really how Corbyn’s Labour is operating?
This post from Palestine Live, 5th December 2017:

The most beautiful carol service imaginable tonight in St James's Church Piccadilly for the Amos Trust who have just walked from London to Jerusalem to stress for Balfour and what Britain set in motion in 1917. ... Sami B Awad was there from Bethlehem today is his birthday but that was a secret and only known by his Facebook friends like me and spoke most movingly as did Amos Trust founder Barth Hewitt. ... of course the opening carol was 'O Little Town of Bethlehem' ... such beauty that it made me weep ...

God Bless Palestine...

10 reactions 2 Comments:

Tony Gratex and 8 others

Tony Gratex Great to be there tonight with so many friends.
Like · Reply · 12w

Elleane Green Steven Saxby this was just wonderful
Like · Reply · 12w · Edited

Steven Saxby So sorry I missed it. I had a lovely meet up with Sami B Awad beforehand.
Like · Reply · 12w

Steven Saxby
Both Elleanne Green and Tony Gratrex are in the thread that Saxby commented on, and he responded directly to Green, who in turn is having conversations with John McDonnell over the Westminster seat. And ‘they’ are heading for ‘Parliament’?

Is there a single white supremacist or antisemitic conspiracy website that these two haven’t promoted in Palestine Live?

Mason has been a member for almost four years. He was aware of the group almost from the beginning. This on a thread about the Gaza Conflict, and a New York Times petition.

Mason liked the post about the New York Times. Once more we are faced with a contradiction. We have someone who is very vocal about there being no antisemitism in Labour, having membership of a group that shares Holocaust Denial, and every antisemitic slur and website available. A group where white supremacists and Rothchild conspiracy theorists mingle. And this is his activity:

You could have helped them Paul. You could have sent them 1000’s of screenshots from ‘Palestine Live’. Over 100 alone from the posts of the person whose post you ‘liked’. 2014 was a real ‘humdinger’ in the group. I consider myself an investigative journalist. What is it you do again?

Mason has been tagged several times but does not seem to have posted. That isn’t the issue. It is evidence of a recurring theme of pro-Corbyn ‘activists’, who do not see antisemitism, however bad it may be.

63 https://twitter.com/paulmasonnews/status/777948096307269632?lang=en-gb
Asa Winstanley was added in mid-2017. It seems to be part of the growing mutation of the group, from international antisemitic sewer, into a pro-Corbyn meeting house for all those carrying a similar virus. Winstanley is an Associate editor with The Electronic Intifada, an online website that runs smears, conspiracies and lies as if they were news.

Winstanley has become an attack dog for the ‘no antisemitism in Labour crowd’, which opens up the floor to questions, seeing as he has been an active member of a group that is riddled with it.

Almost all Winstanley’s articles have dealt with the issue of antisemitism in Labour. He touts himself as an investigative journalist and often creates a conspiratorial feel to the articles he produces. He is now operating almost as a full-time propagandist for Labour.

Almost all his recent articles dealt with the Labour party:

- 26 Feb Jewish Labour Movement report financial matters to police
- 21 Feb Labour expels Jewish anti-Zionist Tony Greenstein
- 16 Feb Labour Apparatchiks smear black activist in 'antisemitism' with hunt
- 9 Feb Labour’s top Israel lobbyist accused of defrauding Jewish charity
- 12 Jan Jeremy Corbyn concerned over Israel boycott blacklist
- 19 Dec Jewish Palestine activist to sue charity for antisemitism defamation
- 14 Dec Labour’s foreign spokesperson Emily Thornberry endorses Israeli racism
- 13 Dec Labour shadow minister Kate Osamor backs Israel boycott
- 12 Nov Unable to oust Corbyn, Israel’s Labour allies shift strategy
- 7 Nov Has the Labour antisemitism smear been defeated
- 6 Nov How racist blogger David Collier infiltrated the Labour Party
- 31 Oct Facing outcry, UK Labour reverse expulsion of anti-Zionist Moshe Machover
- 6 October Palestine was the issue at Labour Party conference

My first thought at looking at the list was ‘poor Palestinians’. This is an investigative journalist working for an outlet that is meant to make up stories about ‘Israeli brutality’. If Israel is doing only 1% of the things Winstanley claims, then what on earth is he doing obsessively dealing with party politics in the UK?

How can any member of Palestine Live deny there is a problem with antisemitism inside the Labour Party? Asa Winstanley has been deployed. It is this obsession that should send warning signs to everyone about how serious the fight is.

---

64 https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/asa-winstanley
I was included in the list of articles and a few months ago Winstanley wrote a piece on me:

It was a piece full of lies and distortion. Empty of content but designed professionally to smear. This is how the Electronic Intifada operates. I assume he wrote it because of the damage my research has been inflicting on his ‘friends’.

The image is from a thread posted in Palestine Live by Elleanne Green on 9 February 2018. Evidence Winstanley was active in the group. Interesting that he chose to like a comment by Alan Maddison, another propagandist, who will be dealt with later in this report.

As I have mentioned Electronic Intifada, David Cronin, another Associate Editor is a member of the group. He has also used Electronic Intifada to attack anti-Corbyn elements in Labour. Cronin was more active in the group than Winstanley.

The concentration levels of antisemitism are too high in this group to ‘not notice’. The members list full of instantly recognisable names, especially for two journalists. Both Elleanne Green and Tony Gratrex have shared far too many unacceptable posts, and they are the ‘heart’ of the group. There is no argument that this group is a perfect fit for Electronic Intifada, but these propagandists have no right to cover for racism or pretend it isn’t there.

---

66 https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/david-cronin/game-over-labour-friends-israel
Tom Suarez, like David Cronin wrote a book. Suarez is also a propagandist, and having followed his footsteps in The National Archives, I know he wrote more fiction than fact.\(^67\)

Suarez is a member of ‘Labour against the Witch-Hunt’, so it is safe to assume that like Winstanley he is probably a Labour member.

He is also used by the group ‘Free Speech on Israel’, that was set up to deflect accusations of antisemitism\(^68\). This is how he dealt with my report on the antisemitic world vision of his book:

---

Tom Suarez is an active member of a group with rabid antisemitism, and he thinks I need to be held to account for abuse?\(^69\)

---

\(^67\) This has been referenced elsewhere in the report, but the link to the analysis of the Suarez book is here http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/170904_V10_FINAL_Analysis-of-State-of-Terror-by-Thomas-Suarez.pdf

\(^68\) See article Suarez wrote for FSOI http://freespeechonisrael.org.uk/stateofterror/#sthash.yTPzXmJR.dpbs

\(^69\) From thread dated 5 September 2017 responding to the analysis of his book
There are reports that Couchman has already been in trouble over comments he made on Facebook. Couchman has been an active member for four years.

A brutal antisemitic conspiracy tale. It accuses the Jews of everything. It doesn’t deny the Holocaust, but it creates the ‘good Jew’, ‘bad Jew’ divide around it. Zionists didn’t die in the Holocaust, they helped cause and finance it. Non-Zionist Jews were the ones that died.

Jews also get accused of performing a much larger Holocaust

‘These Jewish, Rothschild funded Bolsheviks would go on in the course of history to slaughter 60 million Christians and Non-Jews in Soviet controlled territory. Indeed the author Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn in his work, “Gulag Archipelago, Vol 2,” affirms that Zionist Jews created and administered the organized Soviet concentration camp system in which these tens of millions of Christians and Non-Jews died.’

---

70 See http://www.gazetteandherald.co.uk/news/15215832.Suspended_Labour_candidate_will_stand_despite_Nazi_and ISIS_comments/
Get to know what a ‘Zionist’ is and how untrustworthy they are: Lord Rothschild is a well known, self-declared ‘Jewish Zionist’, a senior member of the ‘Jewish Zionist’ Banking Family, along with other Zionist Bankers, Corporations including Armaments Manufacturers

The Rothschild Family (and other Zionists) had acted as Bankers and Providers for all sides in WW2 and are known to have bankrolled Hitler’s rise to power and even his preparations for war in Europe. Facts stranger than Fiction!!!

Read the underlined segments and also pay attention to the warning (to Lord Rothschild). “... nothing shall be done to prejudice civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish Communities in ‘Palestine’...”

Note also the remainder of the warning and wonder why it was needed to be included in this Declaration (by the British King of the time). It continues; “... or the rights and political status (currently) enjoyed by Jews in any other country.”

You see, The Rothschild’s had been discussing not only the establishment of a ‘Zionist’ Jewish Homeland, they had also been discussing the status of Jews in some countries with whom they had commercial and political interests.

I will leave you to research which countries these were and what the ‘Final Solution’ was and who was involved in it. Again Facts are sometimes stranger than Fiction.
Stephen Sizer is another one with history. He has spent four years actively within the group. So many members of this group are actively engaged in a political propaganda campaign that denies antisemitism in Labour. If only they had opened their eyes. This report has already brought to light many problematic Labour members within the group. There are more, so many more. Like this one:

---

72 See wiki on Sizer https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Sizer
And everywhere you look. These Labour supporters are posting things like this:

Renegade Tribune. Far right white supremacist groups. At what point did the British Labour party suddenly develop a fetish for white supremacy?73

73 Renegade Tribune. Link to original article http://www.renegadetribune.com/desperate-measures-enforce-belief-holocaust-escalating-old-ladies-get-jail-rapists-go-free/ for an article about one of the hosts of the Renegade radio see https://www.villagevoice.com/2014/03/12/the-white-man-march-which-is-almost-exactly-what-it-sounds-like-is-coming-to-new-york/
And Islamophobic / antisemitic / homophobic looney tune conspiracy websites?\(^{74}\)

With the UN totally obsessed with condemning Israel, it still seems as if Zionists control the world:\(^{75}\)

---

\(^{74}\) The site is full of conspiracy. [https://politicalvelcraft.org/2016/01/07/switzerland-declares-war-against-rothschild/](https://politicalvelcraft.org/2016/01/07/switzerland-declares-war-against-rothschild/) see analysis of website [https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Political_Vel_Craft](https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Political_Vel_Craft)

\(^{75}\) For YouTube video [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uu8JolUBNfg](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uu8JolUBNfg)
Three weeks ago. Israeli Prime Minister’s condolences over a plane crash is ‘gloating’. Must be Mossad.

Patricia thinks an article on the antisemitic VeteransToday.com website ‘proves’ something\(^76\).

Christopher has a problem with Holocaust numbers. See original article (UK domain) http://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=85432

‘The Jews And The Concentration Camps: No Evidence Of Genocide’
Christopher also seems to have a problem with Jews\textsuperscript{78}. The above article is typical of the ‘viral today, gone tomorrow’ story, that gets shared in groups like Palestine Live. For the ‘believers’, it acts like a narcotic. Except of course the website has gone. 1000’s of articles posted in Palestine Live don’t exist anymore, and they were not ‘live’ long enough for the web archive sites to catch them.

The entire story is fake:

‘In the recent footage you can have the example of Israeli forces’ tyrant activities in which they are burying the Muslims kids alive.’

And in almost a complete reversal of the truth:

‘There is no human rights organization here to cover such a tyrant activity of Israeli forces.’

There are almost certainly proportionally more human rights NGO’s operating in Israel, than anywhere else on earth. Precisely because it is free and relatively safe\textsuperscript{79}.

\textsuperscript{78} The website is no longer there. Archive article https://web.archive.org/web/20160704104320/http://www.the41news.com:80/israeli-forces-bury-palestinians-kids-alive

\textsuperscript{79} See my report on NGO volunteers and propaganda http://david-collier.com/schizophrenia-palestinian-ngos/ see NGO Monitor for issues with NGOs and funding in Israel https://www.ngo-monitor.org/
The avatar speaks for itself, but for confirmation:

Labour with David Icke. When did this happen?\(^80\)

---

\(^80\) The link on the article is no longer viable, the video can be viewed here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VskFmitRpbo
We cannot have a modern Labour voter without a little bit of Holocaust denial, can we?\(^81\)

The next one is interesting, because it possibly has two nasty comments in one. Garside’s post is commented on by Pam Arnold.\(^82\)

\(^81\) The link is to Blissful-wisdom.com, the page is just a range of videos, about Rothschild, the Gas chambers and the Holocaust generally. Hard core antisemitic website see https://www.blissful-wisdom.com/destruction-of-germany-how-israel-came-to-exist.html

\(^82\) An article on the situation in Labour. Uses Gilad Atzmon as a guide.  
One more from Garside:

Pam Arnold was a member of Palestine Live, but isn’t currently. She was a member when Jeremy Corbyn was, in 2013 and 2014. For this report, I thought it apt to use comments she made within the group, during the period that we know Corbyn was active. September / October 2014:

This on Maureen Lipman:

And one from her own timeline in 2018, just to show Pam is as sweet as ever.
Arnold is a Gilad Atzmon fan, and I have seen them together at several events. There are 100s if not 1000s of qualifying comments Arnold has made. From what I understand she is still a Labour Member. If true, it shows how utterly futile the complaints system is:

The author of that piece is Cynthia McKinney. Mckinney is also member of Palestine Live³³:

³³ McKinney served several terms in the House of Representatives. She is now a conspiracy theorist. The Wiki page is https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cynthia_McKinney it is also worth looking at Rationalwiki for additional balance https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Cynthia_McKinney
How many of these people only joined because of Jeremy?

H Felix Allen was a member of Palestine Live until 2017. Another one who seemed to have joined Labour for Corbyn:

No surprise? Posted in Palestine Live March 2017:

'It is ironic that 4 centuries after the Turkish Sultans welcome the expelled European Jews into Turkey, certain Jews belonging to secret societies and to Zionism will kick the Sultan out of power early in 20th century, destroying the Ottoman Empire and celebrated their victory by massacring by proxy, killing almost the whole Christian Armenian people, 1,500,000 of Armenians, 500,000 of Greeks, and 500,000 of Christian Syrians.'

84 Despite appearances, the website is in English. See http://www.rulit.me/books/holocaust-the-greatest-lie-ever-told-read-422961-1.html It is about the book Holocaust: The Greatest Lie Ever Told by Eleanor Wittakers which relies on the Red Cross figure hoax to build a case. See wiki https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Criticism_of_Holocaust_denial#International_Committee_of_the_Red_Cross
Where there is Holocaust denial, there will be Rothschild and Mossad85:

85 For Rothschild article see http://howtoexitthematrix.com/2016/07/28/the-complete-history-of-the-house-of-rothschild/ The Mossad Paris article was on www.beforeitsnews.com but the page no longer exists. The title is self-explanatory and will have to suffice.
Some of Henke’s posts⁸⁶:

‘These forced laborers and prisoners were well-cared for, at least until the end of the war when Germany’s supply lines broke down and chaos ensued as a result of the Soviet and Anglo-American invasion of German territory. They were well-fed, well-provided for, and given medical treatment and entertainment. They were allowed to attend concerts, organize plays, make music and play sports. If the Germans were hell bent on murdering these people, why would they provide medical care for them and allow them to entertain themselves?

The entire WWII narrative, especially the fake “Holocaust” story, is basically the exact opposite from what we’ve been told and taught.’

⁸⁶ For ‘Realist report’ see https://johnfriendsblog.blogspot.co.uk/2014/03/how-holocaust-was-faked.html?zx=b85b61e6bd5287f7
'Many people think that a policy for extermination or mass starvation of the German people must have been implemented by the Allied Powers as punishment for the alleged "crimes" committed by Germany, including the HolyHoax. But this is not true. The Jewish powers that rule the Western world were fomenting for mass murder of the German people and destruction of the German nation long before any supposed crimes of the "holocaust" were alleged.'

Then there is Bob Campbell:

---

87 See https://holocaust-of-world-war-two.blogspot.co.uk/2015/05/the-mass-murder-of-approximately-6.html?zx=9eebcf141f6478b4
As Campbell has shared over 30 David Icke Memes, it is possible the ‘equality’ he references in the above post, also extends to lizards. The image below is presented because it is another recurring theme. The suggestion that the accusations of antisemitism are bogus from the people included in this report:

Made by the person who posted this five months ago:
In the above image, Campbell provides an example of how easy it all is. Just find someone who identifies as an anti-Zionist Jew, and then stop using the word ‘Jew’ yourself. Suddenly, you have ‘Jewish friends’, and no matter what you say, no matter how you say it, no matter the content or context, nobody will call the comment antisemitic. This type of message was all over Palestine Live from late 2015. People who do not understand the meaning of Judaism, nor Zionism, playing with language to cleanse accusations of racism. ‘Zionists control banks’. ‘Zionists control the media’. ‘Zionists are not human’. ‘Zionists are the illuminati who run the world’. Just like in the next image.

88 See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dTnHcHsUNM0
Although she joined in November 2017, this is Sarah’s second time in the group. She was a regular poster in 2014:

A member of unite:

A member of the Labour Party (in 2015):

A member of Palestine Live, Unite and voted for Corbyn. What could go wrong? After all, how many people are telling us there is no antisemitism in Labour?

And how many of those denying antisemitism in Labour are members of Palestine Live?

---

89 As was discussed earlier, I did not gather a sample to calculate percentages, but so much of the 2014 ‘hate’ was stirred up by fake news posted and shared in groups such as Palestine Live. The websites that delivered them are for the most part not available, or the article itself was not around long enough to be captured by internet archive engines.
The same group where this was posted in December 2017, just four months ago:

Sarah, that looks like David Icke’s ‘Rothschild Zionism’ video. Don’t share it.
Sarah, this next image doesn’t look good. And the website is ‘theuglytruth.com’. Don’t click on the link:

Oh, you clicked\(^\text{90}\):

‘And I fully admit that, as tallied and reported by the International Red Cross, a grand total of 271,304 people – not all of them Jews – died in all of the German concentration camps, combined, by the end of World War II – a Holocaust which was solely the result of typhus epidemics and starvation caused by the Zionist controlled, allied carpet bombings of supply routes and centers all over Germany that made it impossible to transport food and medical supplies to prisoners, soldiers, and civilians alike.’

The next image is a ‘Jeff Rense’ interview:\(^\text{91}\)

\(^{90}\) The website was often seen in the group. This was posted on Sarah’s own timeline. The original article is here https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2013/12/23/i-dont-deny-any-holocaust-do-you/

\(^{91}\) See https://hendersonlefthook.wordpress.com/2015/08/29/jeff-rense-interview-israel-a-rothschild-military-base/
This one is old but posted because I have not seen the interview referenced before. I had to read this post several times to digest it. Rense, Atzmon and Brother Nathaniel together.92

Camilla is a member of Palestine Live and the Labour Party

92 I failed to find a video old enough to be the one Sarah mentions. I did find this from a year ago. https://www.spreaker.com/user/zurichtimes/jeff-rense-with-gilad-atzmon-br-nathanae
The image below is from undergroundworldnews.com. The website has gone, as has the video from YouTube93.

Camilla, like all these ‘anti-Zionists’, thinks antisemitism accusations are empty smears:

Camilla also posted these:

---

93 I cannot be certain, but this seems like another source
It has been the strategy of this research to identify as few people as necessary to highlight the problem. There are dozens more Labour Members within Palestine Live that qualified for this research. There is no need to add another hundred pages to this report. I suggest for more examples you visit the Labour Against Antisemitism Twitter account.\textsuperscript{94}

In addition, 1000’s of problematic posts from additional members were not tallied, because the goal of ‘proving the point’ has been reached. Palestine Live is awash with antisemitism, people who share disturbing ideologies and those who are Labour members.

I would argue that you need to be blind or placing your political ideology on a platform over the need to fight anti-Jewish racism, to suggest otherwise.

The question of quantification was more important than searching for Labour members in the group. What percentage of current active posters inside Palestine Live, share antisemitic articles? That question is addressed towards the end of the report.

\textsuperscript{94} My account is https://twitter.com/mishtal, LAA is https://twitter.com/GnasherJew
CHAKRABARTI THREAD

‘The Chakrabarti Inquiry ‘was a 2016 investigation into allegations of antisemitism and other forms of racism in the United Kingdom’s Labour Party’95.

The findings supported the idea that the problem inside the Labour Party was only ‘occasionally toxic’96.

This was not accepted by any of those who could see how bad the problem. The ‘for’ and ‘against’ arguments were split almost precisely along the same lines as those that had existed prior to the investigation. Those in the middle would have seen the Chakrabarti report as having given some legitimacy to the position of those who denied Labour had a problem. Chakrabarti was awarded a peerage by Corbyn and there were accusations of a ‘whitewash’97. A cross-party Select Committee found that the Chakrabarti inquiry was compromised98.

A small Palestine Live thread from June 29th 2016 can be used as an example to highlight how sickening the denial of Antisemitism is and how dark the combination of forces behind it.

---

Elleanne Green
Admin · 22 June 2016 · London

The Chakrabarti Enquiry on Anti Semitism reports tomorrow morning and I have received and accepted an invitation - this will be very interesting - also it is a chance to see Jeremy Corbyn and to gauge his post coup mood and level of resilience

If you are a Labour Party member then keep an eye on your Email Inbox and see if you receive an invitation - am glad I am not working that day

60 reactions · 28 Comments

Timothy Horgan, Miranda Pinch and 56 others

Patricia Sheerin-Richman I received an invitation too but I am in a Parliamentary meeting on Guantanamo at the same time. Look forward to hearing your report if you go.

Like · Reply · 1

---

96 See wiki https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chakrabarti_Inquiry
97 See the ‘whitewashed’ website for full details about how the inquiry failed to address the issue properly http://www.whitewashed.co.uk/about.htm for article on peerage see https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/10/24/shami-chakrabarti-peerage-row-is-damaging-credibility-of-the-lab/
The thread is on the following two pages:

Elleanne Green

Admin · 26 June 2010 · London

The Chakrabarti Enquiry on Anti-Semitism reports tomorrow morning and I have received and accepted an invitation - this will be very interesting - also it is a chance to see Jeremy Corbyn and to gauge his post coup mood and level of resilience.

If you are a Labour Party member then keep an eye on your email inbox and see if you receive an invitation - am glad I am not working that day.

00 reactions · 28 Comments

Timothy Horgan, Miranda Pinch and 58 others

Patria Sheerin-Richman I received an invitation too but I am in a Parliamentary meeting on Guantanamo at the same time. Look forward to hearing your report if you go.

Like · Reply · 1y

Patria Sheerin-Richman PS: Blow JC a kiss from me!

Like · Reply · 1y

Elleanne Green Elleanne --

Thank you for signing up to attend the publication of the Chakrabarti Inquiry into anti-semitism and other forms of racism. Full details of the event are below.

Where: The Riverside Room, 2 Savoy Place, London WC2R OBL.. See more.

Elleanne Green Elleanne --

For anyone who wants to know where [a secret to keep the Zionist demonstrators away - maybe Seymour Alexander would like to know].

Like · Reply · 1y · Edited

Sophia Barta Di Albufera I won't be here, otherwise it would have been fascinating - the fact that Corbyn told Ken Livingstone down the river and the remain campaign told me in no uncertain terms that he needs to allow a new vote and see whether he still has the support of those including me who voted him in the first place. If Stephen Kinnock were to stand, my vote would go to him now.

Like · Reply · 1y

Sophia Barta Di Albufera lo! yes. I can't trust a man who would sell his friends down the river - smack of rashness and he sold the remain campaign down the river too - he turned out to be a nasty self serving hypocrite. I'm glad I voted him in though to get rid of the fake socialists /clerics.

Like · Reply · 1y
Patrick Mansfield http://www.peoplesnews.co.uk/.../15-times-jeremy-corbyn...

15 times Jeremy Corbyn was proven right

PEOPLESNWS.CO.UK

Like · Reply · 1y

Seymour Alexander If there is one thing that interests me. NOT it is the report on the alleged anti-Semitism in the LP. With the word collapsing about our ears why on earth is anyone giving a toss about this Board of Deputies and Jewish Chronicle inspired campaign whose sole objective, the removal of Jeremy Corbyn, looks like succeeding. As soon as they have installed a Zionist as leader the whole subject will disappear from sight.

Like · Reply · 1y

Ellenanne Green But it is very important that this is a definitive put down and draws a line under all the vicious witch hunting and twisting and ling - isn’t it?

Like · Reply · 1y · Edited

Seymour Alexander My opinion is Jeremy should have ignored the whole thing and refused to apologise. Weakness in politics never pays off. And he shud have got rid of the Blairites on day 1.

Like · Reply · 1y

Ellenanne Green I totally agree on both of those points... totally...

Like · Reply · 1y

Jeremy has made some bad decisions I believe, but in the interest of fairness. That’s not going to cut it, he is the lead swifth in a sea of shame, but I think he has teeth and he will use them.

Like · Reply · 1y

Seymour Alexander Best and strongest speaker at the rally on Monday for Corbyn was Shadow justice secretary - Richard Burgon. MP for Leeds East. I have his speech on tape still I think I will post it later. JO’s speech was okay but it was hardly inspirational (see below). Apologies for the shakingness but I was at a distance https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2gB69TNKc8o

Like · Reply · 1y

Momentum Demo Supporting Jeremy Corbyn 27 June 2016

YOUTUBE.COM

Ellenanne Green Burgon is terrific... future leader...?

Like · Reply · 1y

Seymour Alexander Here’s hoping.

Like · Reply · 1y

Ellenanne Green He or Clive Lewis look like the major hopes to me...

Like · Reply · 1y

Rachel Lever See private message from me

Like · Reply · 1y

David Collier, March 2018 report - Palestine Live part two
One poster from the list above has been removed from the list. They only posted approximately nine times in total in Palestine Live, and are no longer members. Including the two visible ‘likes’, these are the people involved in the thread:

- Timothy Horgan
- Miranda Pinch
- Patricia Sheerin-Richman
- Elleanne Green
- Sophia Barta Di Albufera
- Patrick Mansfield
- Seymour Alexander
- Rachel Lever

Where they have been listed elsewhere, I will only post one image. If they are being presented for the first time, I will show three.

Timothy Horgan is discussed in the section on Meetings inside Parliament. He acts like a both a ‘stalker’ and ‘abuser’. He follows Jewish supporters of Israel around, takes images of them, presents them in vile fashion, and shares the images whilst stalking them on social media.

Miranda Pinch:
Patricia Sheerin-Richman:


Elleanne Green:

Sophia Barta Di Albufera (NEW):

Sophia shares ‘Radical Press’:

This is how the website looked in 2016:

---

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau Stands with Racist, Zionist, Supremacist, Terrorist Israel from...

[Editor’s Note: For the record. The ongoing statements emanating forth from the Prime Minister’s Office that promote and laud the barbarism and murder and...]

WWW.RADICALPRESS.COM

---

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau Stands with Racist, Zionist, Supremacist, Terrorist Israel from PMO office

---

100 The website was taken down after Topham’s arrest. The archived article is available here https://web.archive.org/web/20160604162024/http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=9422
More from Sophia:101

‘In fact 150,000 or 200,000 Jews died in the German camps of typhus or starvation. Many others died but as fighters against Germany to which we, the Jews, had declared war in 1933! (Herr. Hitler was allergic to the hegemony of gold and of the dollar: so he could give work to six million unemployed, before the functioning of German armament factories!).’

Patrick Mansfield:

Seymour Alexander:

In a thread on the Chakrabarti report into antisemitism that was about to completely whitewash the problem in the Labour Party, these people were gathering in the swamp. Two had invites to the party.

One poster in the thread has not yet been looked at. The one who had made the last comment in the second image.

Which one of the above posters, was Rachel Lever sending private messages to?

On the next page we can see part of Rachel Lever’s submission to the Chakrabarti report.
Chakrabarti submission, Rachel Lever:

Submission to the Chakrabarti Inquiry
from Rachel Lever
Member of Hastings & Rye CLP

+ This is a personal viewpoint: I have not myself experienced antisemitism in the Labour Party, nor do I know of any. I join 96% of party members who believe this crisis was created and/or exaggerated by hostile lobbies and press. I am not an academic and have supplied no references; what I know comes from decades of following news, reading UN reports and following up many sources, books and sites, writing blogs, and attending international conferences in Boston (USA), Munich and Zurich and talking with many Israelis and Palestinians.

She politically attacks the JLM:

+ I think that the Jewish Labour Movement’s part in all this is problematic: they are affiliated indirectly to the Israeli state and the settlement expansion project; it is at best a coincidence that they have risen to prominence at the same time as this crisis has been created, bearing a ready-made “solution” in the form of a rule change and mentoring.

And again:

+ The JLM should certainly not be given any role in dealing with antisemitism as they clearly have an agenda of their own. Their affiliation to the Labour Party might well be examined to see if they have other affiliations not compatible with our party policy and ethics.

How can Rachel Lever *possibly* not know of any antisemitism in the Labour Party? The submission was uploaded on the ‘Free Speech on Israel’ website.102

‘Free speech on Israel’ as a ‘group’ also made a submission103:

‘The collective experience of our group, spanning life experience running into thousands of person-years, includes only a very small number of experiences of overt antisemitism, and *none of them* in the Labour Party.’

All the major players in Free Speech on Israel are members of Palestine Live. It is time to look at them.

103 https://www.scribd.com/doc/315237906/Free-Speech-on-Israel-Submission-to-Chakrabarti-Submission
**The Jewish anti-Zionists**

‘Never, in the field of political activism, has so much noise been made, by so few, pretending to be many’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREE SPEECH ON ISRAEL</th>
<th>JEWISH VOICE FOR LABOUR</th>
<th>JEWS FOR BOYCOTTING ISRAELI GOODS</th>
<th>BRICUP</th>
<th>Jews for justice for Palestinians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mike Cushman (Chair)*</td>
<td>Glyn Secker*</td>
<td>Debbie Fink*</td>
<td>Jonathan Rosenhead*</td>
<td>Glyn Secker*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Rosenhead*</td>
<td>Mike Cushman*</td>
<td>Naomi Wimborne-Idrissi*</td>
<td>Mike Cushman*</td>
<td>Rachel Lever*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glyn Secker*</td>
<td>Naomi Wimborne-Idrissi*</td>
<td>Mike Cushman*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Fink*</td>
<td>Jonathan Rosenhead*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naomi Wimborne - Idrissi</td>
<td>Rachel Lever*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*current member of Palestine Live

Free Speech on Israel (FSOI), Jewish Voice for Labour (JVL), Jews for Boycotting Israeli Goods (J-BIG), The British Committee for the Universities of Palestine (BRICUP), Jews for Jeremy and Jews for Justice for Palestinians (JFJFP).

Most of these groups are effectively just one (especially FSOI, JVL and J-BIG), consisting of the same few faces. They are major actors in, or engaged with, several groups at the same time.

---

104 See http://freespeechonisrael.org.uk/
105 See http://www.jewishvoiceforlabour.org.uk/
106 https://www.facebook.com/j4big/
107 http://www.bricup.org.uk/contacts.html
108 https://jfjfp.com/
109 The list of members was taken either directly from the website or from comments made by different members of the groups. It is as accurate as I could make it, and I apologise for any errors.
➢ Mike Cushman - FSOI¹¹⁰, JVL¹¹¹, J-BIG¹¹² and BRICUP¹¹³
➢ Naomi Wimborne Idrissi - FSOI¹¹⁴, JVL¹¹⁵ and J-BIG¹¹⁶
➢ Jonathan Rosenhead - BRICUP¹¹⁷, JVL¹¹⁸ and FSOI¹¹⁹
➢ Glyn Secker - FSOI¹²⁰, JVL¹²¹ and JFJFP¹²²
➢ Rachel Lever – JFJFP¹²³ and JVL¹²⁴
➢ Debbie Fink - FSOI¹²⁵, J-BIG¹²⁶

All are members of Palestine Live:

All six added by Elleanne Green. Why?

---

¹¹⁰ http://freespeechonisrael.org.uk/about-us/#sthash.DK5DhCBF.dpbs
¹¹¹ http://www.jewishvoiceforlabour.org.uk/about/jvl-officers/
¹¹³ http://www.bricup.org.uk/contacts.html
¹¹⁴ https://twitter.com/lbc/status/787909682413314048?lang=en-gb
¹¹⁵ http://www.jewishvoiceforlabour.org.uk/about/jvl-officers/
¹¹⁶ https://morningstaronline.co.uk/a-ca1e-j-big-the-jews-who-back-the-boycott
¹¹⁷ http://bricup.org.uk/contacts.html
¹¹⁸ http://www.jewishvoiceforlabour.org.uk/about/jvl-officers/
¹¹⁹ http://freespeechonisrael.org.uk/about-us/#sthash.DK5DhCBF.dpbs
¹²⁰ http://freespeechonisrael.org.uk/about-us/#sthash.DK5DhCBF.dpbs
¹²¹ http://www.jewishvoiceforlabour.org.uk/about/jvl-officers/
¹²² http://jfjfp.com/dissident-jews-make-the-news/
¹²³ https://medium.com/@TonyGreenstein/jewish-voice-for-labour-the-politics-of-self-indulgence-nothing-to-say-on-palestine-or-zionism-a3d5618ca630
¹²⁴ https://medium.com/@TonyGreenstein/jewish-voice-for-labour-the-politics-of-self-indulgence-nothing-to-say-on-palestine-or-zionism-a3d5618ca630
¹²⁵ http://freespeechonisrael.org.uk/letters-to-the-press/#sthash.p7x2Vcyp.dpbs
¹²⁶ https://morningstaronline.co.uk/a-ca1e-j-big-the-jews-who-back-the-boycott
I think Deborah Fink summed it up best, in a post on 7 November 2014:

“A political weapon”. Mike Cushman, Jonathan Rosenhead, Glyn Secker, Debbie Fink, Naomi Wimborne-Idrissi, Rachel Lever. SIX Jewish members, wearing approximately SEVENTEEN different hats, in FIVE separate groups. And all members of highly antisemitic secret Facebook Group Palestine Live.

Look at this from the Chakrabarti submission from Rachel Lever:

+ Consultation with the Jewish Community should take account of the serious divisions among Jews: many who do not agree with the mainstream positions on Israel or the definition of their opposition to Israel as “antisemitism” are not to be found in the official establishment, but their views are of vital concern to the Labour Party. These include Jews for Justice for Palestinians, Jewish Socialist Group, International Jewish Voices, and European Jews for a Just Peace, Jews for Boycotting Israeli Goods, and Free Speech on Israel.

It would be difficult to describe it as anything other than a con.

This section of the report is different, because these activists are not going to be found sharing or liking Rothschild Conspiracy or Holocaust denial posts (this is an element I needed to consider further when calculating concentration levels of antisemitism within the group).

It is also confusing for people who are not Jewish. Which is the very reason the ‘weapon’ works so well. Nothing will stifle the voice of someone who is not Jewish sticking up for Israel, better than one of these people will. Quite disgracefully they weaponise antisemitism, even as they accuse others of doing so.

I searched for confrontation between this group and antissemites. Then I searched for interaction between this group and antissemites. Several Jewish and non-Jewish members of Palestine Live left because of the toxic antisemitic atmosphere. These people didn’t, and the newest of them has been an active member for two-and-a half years.

They can claim they did not know the antisemitism exists, but if you do this, inside a group so visibly problematic, you cannot also claim to be an authority on antisemitism. Rather the reverse, it makes you a protector of antisemitism.
What did happen was an exercise in addressing language rather than content. This an excellent example from Deborah Fink.\(^{127}\)

Fink is not actually addressing the blatant racism, she is simply teaching Welsh, to change terms. If Welsh now says ‘ZioNazi’ instead of ‘JewNazi’ anti-Zionists will claim, he is not antisemitic. The underlying racism remains unaddressed and they have simply masked it. Fink is attempting to transfer the racism Welsh has for ‘all Jews’, over to just ‘93% of the Jews’\(^{128}\). If she is not the target, she does not mind the racism.

This element of Jewish assistance in ‘masking’ antisemitism has been very effective across the anti-Zionist spectrum. They did this in Palestine Live and it had an effect. These anti-Zionist Jews are educating antisemites to hide antisemitism.

Discussion about Zionism and anti-Zionism within Jewish thought is beyond the scope of this project, but it is necessary to highlight how small a group they represent\(^{129}\).

These anti-Zionists often refer to a 2015 survey that suggested only 59% of Jews identified as Zionist\(^{130}\). This is a Soviet style manipulation of the truth, which uses differences over what ‘Zionism’ or ‘Israel’ means to an individual to blur lines.

The survey does suggest at least 93% of Jews are certainly not ‘anti-Zionist’. That remaining 7% is the statistical ceiling of their position.

\(^{127}\) Palestine Live post 19 June 2015
\(^{128}\) When it comes to arguing their case, these Jewish activists rely on distorting statistics. They use the
\(^{129}\) The early Soviets used a small group of Jews called the Yevsektsiya to attack Jewish national and religious identity http://david-collier.com/jewish-voice-labour-yevsektsiya/
That 7% is also split between religious anti-Zionist, secular anti-Zionist, and of course, Jews that no longer really identify as Jews. As you enter the arena of Jews who have lost both religious and national identity, you are likely to find more total indifference. In other words, the number of Jews who maintain their secular Jewish identity and politically identify as anti-Zionist is almost certainly statistically insignificant.

They are however vitally important as ‘token Jews’ that can be used to attack the Jewish ‘whole’. Anti-Zionist Jews in Palestine Live are providing cover for people who should be considered extremely hostile to 93% or more of the British Jewish population.
Mike Cushman:

Cushman’s role seems to be to feed the animals. He posts rather than comments, using the Jewish resources available to him, such as Mondoweiss, 972 Magazine or Richard Silverstein.131

Many of his posts are nonsensical propaganda pieces, designed to ‘assist’ activists in their argument. This a classic example:

Sharing anything from the ‘Electronic Intifada’ is risible, but the piece above which belittles the very real dangers for the LGBT community in PA areas / Gaza shows how equality and humanitarian values are not central to the cause at all132. The main function is to provide cover.

The site is littered with hard-core antisemites, and rather than teach them or argue against them, anti-Zionist Jews provide them with lessons in how to deflect accusations of antisemitism.


132 See wiki for issues with LGBT in PA areas and Gaza
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LGBT_rights_in_the_Palestinian_territories
In this image, we have Luton PSC needing their ‘token Jew’. They don’t have one themselves, there are not many of them, and so they turn to Elleanne Green, who shares far right-wing material, to find one. In turn, she posts a request in a forum littered with antisemites, and links to all the recognisable names. The original post was made on Feb 1 at 22:38. The tagged comment went up at 22:39, and Cushman responded within five minutes.
Jonathan Rosenhead

Despite being one of just a few anti-Zionist Jews, Jonathan Rosenhead gets a fair amount of coverage. He is the activist that provides Jewish cover for the academic boycott:

**Interview: Professor Jonathan Rosenhead, architect of academic boycott**

Last June Rosenhead wrote a comment piece in Israeli English language daily ‘Ha’aretz’. It was about Corbyn and the ‘exaggerated’ accusations of antisemitism. Rosenhead admits, just like Elleanne Green, that he ‘re-joined (Labour) on the day that Corbyn was elected leader, after an absence of only 28 years’. Two months before this, he was defending Ken Livingstone in the same paper. A couple of months ago, he appeared on the BBC show ‘Daily Politics’.

The message he sends is a repetitive one. Accusations of antisemitism against Labour are part of a ‘strategy’. On antisemitism he says this:

‘it can still be found anywhere and everywhere – but in the UK thank goodness only in small doses, and almost certainly still less in the Labour Party’.

Small doses? He has spent forty months inside a rabidly antisemitic and staunchly pro-Corbyn forum on Facebook. How can he say this? Can he not see antisemitism? Let us test it.

---

136 http://www.jewishvoiceforlabour.org.uk/zionism/jonathan-rosenhead-daily-politics-show/
137 https://www.opendemocracy.net/can-europe-make-it/jonathan-rosenhead/new-jewish-voice-for-labour
The image on the previous page is of Ilan Pappe and Elleanne Green at an event. The post is from August 2015. Elleanne and Pappe were talking with Gratrex and Jonathan Rosenhead.

Ilan Pappe may be a conspiracy theorist, but nobody who seriously suggests they are anti-racist has any excuse for associating with Elleanne Green and Tony Gratrex. These people promote websites that speak of dark Zionist conspiracies and even deny the Holocaust:

This thread is darker. It is about a demonstration against the Jewish Film Festival in 2014:
In the thread on the previous page we have Elleanne Green, Sandra Watfa Seymour Alexander, Allison Carmichael and Ray Campbell. The first three are always at demonstrations. Elleanne is the Admin of the group, Sandra is the public voice of InMinds and Seymour is the cameraman at many events. Deborah Fink and Rosenhead joined them at a small demonstration against a Jewish film festival.

This is an image of Watfa speaking that night.Demanding that BAFTA take a stand ‘against racism, against Apartheid, against occupation and against genocide’.¹³⁸

¹³⁸ Video available on AlexSeymour’s (Seymour Alexander’s) YouTube channel. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6wZTg2uNidM
Just to mention. Seymour Alexander also joined the Labour Party to vote for Corbyn:

The person who posted this:

And the person who posted this:
And the person who posted these:
They all stood against a Jewish Film Festival in 2014 and demanded that BAFTA withdraw support. Two of them only joined Labour because of Corbyn. In the original image, two other posters were on the thread. This is one of them:

---

**Allison Carmichael shared Todd Stoell’s photo.**

4 September 2015

I actually think there are a lot of similarities not least of all it is a cult: a dangerous white supremacist cult at that. The Zionists were hand in glove with Hitler to get what they wanted from the WW2 and that was a Palestine full of Jewish victims. The victims were created by them for their own ends...lord knows how anyone can be so cold blooded as to create a holocaust and then use it as an excuse to ethnically cleanse the indigenous people of Palestine off the map. Take in the true horror of Zionism, now I think they were worse than the Nazis.

---

**Allison Carmichael shared a link.**

7 January 2015

It looks like a MOSSAD style hit was made today on the Paris offices of Charlie Hebdo in a clumsy false flag designed to damage the accord between Palestine and France. Here’s hoping the French police will be able to tell a well executed hit by a well trained Intelligence service and not assume the Muslims would attack France at a time when France is their friend and they have the support of the world. looking at who had most to gain from this act of terror isn’t hard to put two together to get four... Less then two weeks ago Israel told France there would be grave consequences if they voted with Palestine. A four year old could see who is the likely culprit in this terrible attack.

---

**Allison Carmichael Just three months before he was assassinated in mysterious circumstances that have yet to be fully explained John F Kennedy was demanding an investigation into the Israeli nuclear weapons program and was determined to stop it at all costs http://www2.gwu.edu/.../israel/documents/exchange/index.html Some more examples of recent operations to silence their opposition, all of them are audacious but the killing of JFK has to be a coup de grace to any notion of peace in the modern world! The following is not speculation. Just one month ago, France set off a stampede when it’s lower house voted to recognize Palestine. Now Palestine is in the International Criminal Court, poised to take down Israel for genocide. Suddenly “Islamic terror strikes France.” Is Paris being punished for its pro-Palestine vote? In late 2013, Malaysia’s Kuala Lumpur Tribunal found Israel guilty of genocide. A few months later, Malaysian planes started falling out of the sky.**
In the sewer in which Rosenhead swims, only one of the five posters visible in that image has not posted hard-core antisemitic messages. This is the nature of Palestine Live. Rosenhead meets with them, demonstrates with them, engages with them inside an antisemitic environment, feeds them with material and information to support their cause, and still goes on national TV to suggest there isn’t a problem either in the party or in the antisemitic sewer he swims in.

Deborah Fink

Of the UK anti-Zionist stalwarts, Fink is the most active within Palestine Live. This a post she responded to in March 2015:

I am not going to enter a critique of equating a racist attack on human beings, with an attack on religious sensibilities. Nor will I enter a critique of drawing parallels between judicial process and the ideology behind the Charlie Hebdo massacre. This however is the underlying premise of the article. Hebdo was a ‘free speech’ issue, why isn’t this? The website is called nonalignedmedia.com. It is full of anti-Jewish conspiracy, Israel as ISIS and Holocaust Denial. See [link](http://nonalignedmedia.com/?s=holocaust) for website return on search of ‘Holocaust’. Numerous articles denying the Holocaust, or blaming the Zionists for it, an interview with Nicholas Kollerstrom and other examples. See [link](http://nonalignedmedia.com/?s=mossad) for Mossad behind 9/11, Charlie Hebdo etc.
Fink did not ‘like’ the article, but she commented on it. Note that Fink says she was unable to view the image on a large screen, so there is little to be gained by criticising her analysis. Nobody in the thread criticises the source of the article.

We are in thread linking to an antisemitic website, displaying antisemitic images, and the conversation swiftly turns around to suggest the images are not antisemitic and Muslims are the new Jews. There are five people engaged with Deborah at this point in the thread. Sol Daffy, Allison Carmichael, Will Traurig, Anna Ruiz and Elleanne Green.
Khazarian facial heuristics? Check. Khazarian Marxisi (Talmudic sourced) ideologies masked as “Liberalism”? Check. Undying and contradictory love for Israel? Check. Turned on his base’s views and morphed them into Likudist views when necessary? Check.

Exploits Zionist propaganda to mix and mash his narrative (leaving out the Khazarien Jewish hand in all of those events entirely)? Check.

Scapegoats the banner and authority of Gentile host nations in the process? Check.

Rags on every religion except for Khazarian borne Judaism? Check.

“If you see a Khazarian, say something.” - the new National Security motto.

---

“Arab” ISIS fighters hide their faces and hands because they don’t want you to see that so many of them are Caucasian (CIA-Mossad). Why also wear gloves in the hot desert?

---

RUSSIA IN SYRIA: DOOM FOR GREATER ISRAEL

Russia in Syria: Doom for Greater Israel by YUKON JACK ISIS IS ISRAEL. ISIS is Israel Secret Intelligence Service, it is a covert Mossad Army, a proxy army of Israel and its goal is to drive Musli...
The last image was a link to Smoloko.com. This is a vicious ‘Holohoax’ promoting antisemitic website. Because of the layout, you need no more than two seconds on the site to understand where you are\textsuperscript{140}.

\begin{quote}
Anna Ruiz
6 August 2015

Imo Israel's spying operations is in collusion with the Corporatocracy and their henchmen, the Mossad-trained Military Industrial Complex in the world-domination game.
To think otherwise seems to be foolish in as much as it does not connect all the dots.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
Anna Ruiz
13 January 2015

What does this say about us good people, always being led around by the nose.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
Anna Ruiz
12 January 2016

Why on earth do Jewish folks want to cash in on everything and everyone being Jewish, and making ties that may at best be tenuous and quite probably only in Jewish minds?
I, for one, don't care who is and who isn't a Jew. (And certainly not David Bowie, Leonard Cohen and Bob Dylan, all who studied Buddhism and were/are activists and humanitarians.) There's nothing special about it. I do, however, deplore the ever-present willingness to make being Jewish a "specially".
Are Jewish folks really that pathetically insecure? Seeing themselves as ever-the-victim? The real life "self-hating Jew"?
\end{quote}

The Globalreasearch.ca website is a firm favourite in the Palestine Live group. It is an ‘anti—Western site, that has already appeared in this report, and blames most things on the Jews\textsuperscript{141}.

\textsuperscript{140}See http://smoloko.com/
\textsuperscript{141}https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Globalresearch
It looks like a MOSSAD style hit was made today on the Paris offices of Charlie Hebdo in a clumsy false flag designed to damage the accord between... See more.

Shooting reported at Paris magazine Charlie Hebdo
www.telegraph.co.uk

Elleanne Green, Aaron Dover and 62 others

Allison Carmichael shared Pf Soto's post.

very interesting! the Zionist cult was responsible for the Holocaust! They supported Hitler they are deeply sickening!

At the 1936 World Zionist Conference, Chaim Weizmann said:

"Perhaps only 2 million will survive the upcoming Holocaust, but they will be ready for life in Palestine."

In 1936 he used the word "holocaust" ...
Open your eyes, brothers and sisters

I actually think there are a lot of similarities not least of all it is a cult. a dangerous white supremacist cult at that. The Zionists were hand in glove with Hitler to get what they wanted from the WW2 and that was a Palestine full of Jewish victims. The victims were created by them for their own ends... Lord knows how anyone can be so cold blooded as to create a holocaust and then use it as an excuse to ethnically cleanse the indigenous people of Palestine off the map. Take in the true horror of Zionism, now I think they were worse than the Nazis.
There is no need to reproduce Elleanne Green’s posts. This means four of the five promote hard-core antisemitic material. Here is Fink responding to a Gratrex post:

No need to reproduce Gratrex posts. This is Fink on an Alec Tredwell thread:

And some of his posts:
This is Fink on another Gratrex thread from December 2017. Notice one of the two visible names that have ‘liked’ the post is David Carter. Examples of his posts are on the following page. This isn’t an exercise in careful selection, this is simply taking the low hanging fruit. Fink is just carelessly providing ‘Jewish legitimacy’ to rabid antisemitism.
Renegade Tribune is a white supremacist website. ‘EndZog’, no longer exists.

---

142 See http://www.renegadetribune.com/
Another Fink response. This time on a Patrick Mansfield post. This from a thread of his in October 2017:

- **Astrid White** Holchau, hitler was not the criminal they claim him to be
  Stalin
  Churchill
  Mao
  Eisenhower were the real criminals

- **Patrick Mansfield** 275,000 wasn't it? According to the International Red Cross. Awful, but less awful than is usually made out 😞

- **Astrid White** Patrick Mansfield
  No one was gassed

- **Patrick Mansfield** Sorry, I exaggerated by nearly 4000!
  Bed me! 😞
It is possible to continue, and to show that inside the thread, Fink is in conversation with others who have previously denied the Holocaust or spread antisemitic conspiracy theories, but there is little point\(^ {144}\). During the research, I captured dozens of discussions such as these. There was almost no criticism of hard-core content. I found one thread, where she attempted to suggest a comment had been antisemitic, a Tony Gratrex post from mid-2016. Even then, the argument she raised had not focused on the trope (financial power and political manipulation), but on the inclusion of her ‘good Jews’ within it:

Ever present is the notion that ‘Zionist Jews’ and ‘anti-Zionist Jews’ are two large competing blocks. Never is there an acknowledgement that if they represent 4\% of the Jewish community, they would be doing well.\(^ {145}\)

---

\(^ {144}\) On this thread appear Patricia Sheerin Richman, see previous PSC report p29-30 [http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/170222_palestine_solidarity_campaign_report.pdf](http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/170222_palestine_solidarity_campaign_report.pdf) and Patricia Athena, see SPSC report p44-47 [https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/953855_faecb29a6e7d4dc6b07d80da1a9bb812.pdf](https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/953855_faecb29a6e7d4dc6b07d80da1a9bb812.pdf). Others are also present, but it is the aim of this research to avoid adding names unless necessary. These two are referenced because they have been in previous research.

\(^ {145}\) A 2015 survey placed anti-Zionist Jewry at a threshold of about 7\%. This 7\% would also include the religious anti-Zionists. Accepting these secular anti-Zionist Jews represent even 5\% of the community, is probably being generous. The problem is an academic one. Most people will be tied to Jewish identity religiously or nationally, or a mix of both. If people are not tied to either, they are much more likely to simply assimilate entirely and display complete indifference.
Fink activates the antisemites to support her cause, posting a link to an article and asking her ‘friends’ to come and help:

That is a visible tactic on the site. The Jewish group is so small and unrepresentative, it needs to seek support in the swamp of Palestine Live:

Another Fink comment on a thread about Kaufman:

Robinson’s comment sent alarm bells ringing for me. What does ‘good honest Jew’ mean? Notice how Fink only mentions the accuracy of Cameron’s Jewish identity. Sure enough:\n
---

\[^{146}\] Renegade Tribune is a white supremacist website. http://en.metapedia.org/wiki/Renegade_Broadcasting

---
It is no surprise we have Gilad Atzmon and Eisen in the mix:

The next image is from a thread about Mariah Carey visiting Israel. The thread was from 19 June 2015:
This is a Jewish anti-Zionist educating someone who clearly has issues with antisemitism, to ‘switch’ the word. Not to address the antisemitism, but to disguise it. It is a major feature of the Jewish presence on the site. The criticism is always about language rather than substance. Using the word ‘Jew’ can ‘look bad’.

Deborah Fink  I've just had a quick look at the article and the journalist didn't feel the need to point out that he is Jewish, so I don't see why you had to. Tony Gatrex. Zios like him give Jews a bad name so it's best not to emphasise it. (And I'm aware that Chakrabati said we shouldn't use the word slang abbreviation, Zio, but I'm not in the Labour Party and feel this man deserves to be called something that might sound derogatory).

‘It's best not to emphasise it’

First you teach them to say Zionist instead of Jew. Then you say anti-Zionism isn’t antisemitism. Dark.

Glyn Secker

Glyn Secker has had minimal interaction on the site. He posted rarely but was aware of his affiliation with the group.

He had some issues there related to Aaron Dover and the JFJFP brand, that may have led to him ceasing to post.

In any event, beside the fact he interacted on the site, and with Elleanne Green, there was nothing more of interest to the research.
Naomi Wimborne-Idrissi

Naomi Wimborne-Idrissi is perhaps the most well-known of the anti-Zionist group, having received air-time on the BBC, LBC and at the 2017 Labour Party Conference. At the Labour Conference she was given the central platform twice and received a ‘standing ovation’. At a fringe event at the conference, she took part in two events, the Free Speech on Israel event that saw Miko Peled make a free speech argument in favour of Holocaust revision, and the launch of the Jewish Voice for Labour group.

I personally was turned away at the door of the JVL launch by two then suspended Labour members, Tony Greenstein and Jacqueline Walker. Tony Greenstein has since been expelled. Despite the protestations of JVL Chair Jenny Manson that the party is not anti-Zionist, my own ‘Zionism’ was the specific reason mentioned for my exclusion.

About one month after her arrival, Naomi did have a discussion on a thread with someone over the conflation of the word Zionist with Jewish. She was complimented. Further down the same thread, that same person was convinced ‘back again’. Naomi never re-entered the thread, and a search of her posts, did not indicate she ever really addressed the issue again. She did better than Chapman. In that same thread he tried taking on one of the people mentioned in this report. He soon tired of it. It was over two years ago.

Naomi has a solid supporter in Elleanne Green.

---


---
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And there are many more like it. After all, Elleanne has no greater cover than those like Naomi.

Given the context (the anti-Jewish attitude of so many of those that are members), this post was a little disturbing:

As someone Jewish, the idea of Naomi collecting information about Jews from within a group of radical antisemites, is unsettling. These were the first five people to respond (Naomi aside)
The five were Elleanne Green, John Drier, Bev Krell, Aleksandra Davies, Sandy Cheyne.

Elleanne as we have seen, has almost no limits to what she shares and who she associates with. This is her liking a post from Holocaust Denier, Paul Eisen.

John Drier:
Apartheid and war crimes... business as usual for the Chosen Monsters.

I actually believe Bibi is jealous that this massacre happened in France rather than Israel. He wants to make it all about him and his racist Jewish... See more

Netanyahu: In wake of Paris attacks, world should condemn attacks against Israel
monclovaia.net

Mossad would not attack their own turf...

Aleksandra Davies:

What a disgusting treacherous choc ice. You carry on worshipping Zionists in the pursuit of money. You carry on voting for genocide and land grabbing and admit that Palestine was stolen by your pathetic adherence to the creed of your master Rothschild. Acting as Rothschilds burn boy, shows your amoral and despicable character.

Complete List of Banks Owned/Controlled by the Rothschilds » CloakedTruth
What's the significance of having a central bank within a country and why should you concern yourself, your family and colleagues? Central banks are illegally...
Sandy Cheyne

There are only nine countries without Rothschild. They are: Russia, China, North Korea, Hungary, Cuba, Venezuela, Syria, Iran and, would you believe, Iceland, a small country which had the courage to give them the boot after the latest banking fiasco. USA and its Zionist masters were not amused.

HELLO THERE,
MY NAME IS JACOB ROTHSCHILD.
MY FAMILY IS WORTH 500 TRILLION DOLLARS.
WE OWN NEARLY EVERY CENTRAL BANK IN THE WORLD.
WE FINANCED BOTH SIDES OF EVERY WAR SINCE NAPOLEON.
WE OWN YOUR NEWS, THE MEDIA, YOUR OIL, AND YOUR GOVERNMENT.
You have probably never heard of me.
These are the people Naomi Wimborne-Idrissi turns to when she needs information about Jewish activists? At the same time, Naomi goes onto television and suggests there is almost no sign of antisemitism on the left.

The obvious argument is that Naomi is not responsible for who responds to her posts, and if she were in an open page, and comments were public she would be exactly right. But she is responsible for actively participating in a closed environment where so many antisemites gather. You cannot suggest you are an anti-racist campaigner and turn a blind eye to so much racism.

What makes it worse is that Naomi MUST know, because she has been told already. I produced two reports on antisemitism inside anti-Israel activism. On both occasions, ‘Free speech on Israel’ chose to attack me for writing them. The first was after I published the PSC report, when FSOI ran Jonathan Ofir’s weak article that deflected the accusation.150

Many of the people mentioned in the report are members of Palestine Live, which means one year ago, Naomi and her friends already knew.

Jonathan Ofir, wrote a piece defending antisemites. The man who said it was all made up - is a member of Palestine Live:

Shameful.

---

When I published a second piece of research, this time on the Scottish Palestine Solidarity Campaign, the same thing happened. A Scottish outlet called Bella Caledonia, ran a piece attacking me and the research, Free Speech on Israel reposted it. Once again, I responded. The Bella Caledonia piece was written by Sarah Glynn, who is now a member of Palestine Live:

Almost all the antisemitism identified in those reports came from members of Palestine Live. Therefore, the response that they ‘did not know’, cannot be upheld.

Nobody is suggesting these few Jewish members agree with the antisemitic posts that are so often seen in Palestine Live. If these posts were racist comments about blacks, the problem would automatically be clear. They are clearly defending them. Nobody, not the Guardian, nor the BBC, have any right giving these people a microphone. They represent nobody but themselves, and swim in sewers protecting a large group of very nasty antisemites.

I presented a thread with Rachel in the Chakrabarti section. Rachel is the one that has never seen any antisemitism whatsoever in Labour. Lever commented on this thread:

---


152 The title of the article is misleading because it suggests Israel is ‘doing something’, when it is just a suggestion by a Minister. The article is here [https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20171219-israel-to-allocate-50m-to-explore-foundations-of-alleged-temple/#.WjkfttHmujs.facebook](https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20171219-israel-to-allocate-50m-to-explore-foundations-of-alleged-temple/#.WjkfttHmujs.facebook) a report on Ynet (Israeli news site) is here [https://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-5058426,00.html](https://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-5058426,00.html)
This was Lever’s response:

Classy.

This is how and where, these Jewish activists swim in the sewer. Responding to posts by someone who ‘liked’ or shared every antisemitic narrative possible, and in turn responded to in this manner.

Eus De Groot comment was on an Ellleanne Green post four months ago. There was no criticism of the racism. Someone did comment ‘spot on’. This from a Drew Rouse comment on an Elleanne Green post 25 Nov 2017 in Palestine Live:

Lever didn’t post that often, but on every thread, her comments were surrounded by those who have a problem with Jews. Here she is boasting about Hastings CLP, being at the ‘cutting edge’ against the ‘false claims’ of antisemitism.
False claims? What would you need to see before you saw a real one?

Jacqueline Walker:

There is no surprise to see Walker in Palestine Live.

This one was amusing:

She is generally careful about what she says, and she uses the forum as a support group (rightfully, if she won’t find support here, she won’t find it anywhere).
There is no reason to suppose Walker saw this, but it shows the atmosphere of the site:

---

Israel, the Holocaust, and Anti-Semitism, by Noam Chomsky (Excerpted from Chronicles of Dissent)

The Noam Chomsky Website.

Chomsky.info

53 reactions 6 Comments 12 Shares

---

Elleanne Green, Tony Staton and 51 others

12 shares 6 comments

Elleanne Green This is magnificent news — and wonderful ammunition for all the people who would like to protect you from unwarranted criticism... very good to have him behind us...

Like · Reply · 1y · Edited

Hugh Walker Pass it on to Tom Watson!

Like · Reply · 1y

David Birkett: Good of Noam, and of course you must be aware Jacqueline that plainly and simply put, Israelis and NOT Semites, Israelis are merely European Colonists. As I say to my dwindling number of Jewish friends, “I’m more Semite than any Ashkenazi Jew could ever be.”

As an “historical fact, and across the last century, far from being persecuted, Zionist, Bolshevik Communist Jews have been at the very forefront of persecution and attempted destabilization and overthrow of various countries throughout Europe. Helping to bring about their own German government’s defeat 1918 and Declaring War on Germany in 1833.

Holocaust: Not even one body of thousands autopsied by US medical examiners across ALL camps after World War II exhibited any signs of dying from ANY type of “Gas” poisoning. Nor evidence of any viable gas chambers for the purpose of killing humans. And NO verifiable death roll above that of which was stated by the sealed official Red Documents discovered in 1070 of 273,000 for ALL prisoners of which Jews were the vast majority. But very much less than many other ethnic groups.

---
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Elleanne Green however, perhaps should have done.

It is a question of who Elleanne Green was responding to, Hugh, or David. The timestamps are these:

Hugh 9 Dec 12:12
David 9 Dec 16:44
Elleanne 9 Dec 22:53

Therefore, the Holocaust denial post was certainly there already when Elleanne posted. Of course, if this wasn’t a rabid site, with antisemitism in every corner, and if Elleanne didn’t create a group where every conceivable anti-Jewish narrative was played out, then these types of issues wouldn’t arise.
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Oh, and Jacqueline. You know that antisemitism you never see? It is there, underneath your name. In the real world we call it Holocaust Denial. And yes, he is a Labour supporter:

And carrying the current Labour Party membership card, sharing posts about Holocaust Denial:

---

153 https://holohoax.wordpress.com/2013/10/26/holocaust-or-holohoax-05-20-amazing-facts/
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There is no need to repeat the exercise of giving example threads and highlighting how many posters share unacceptable material. It has already been firmly established that they will exist in quantity. With two active admin who have both linked to everything imaginable and scores of examples of rabid Jew hate, the only question that remains is whether I can successfully quantify the problem. That exercise will take place later in this report.

Tony Greenstein is of course in the group as well.

I have reason to believe that Greenstein has been a member several times. As with Walker, I have no further need to highlight the density of antisemitic ideology that infests the threads he comments on or shares. Tony must know about the level of antisemitism, which makes his activity worse.
ALAN MADDISON, THE ‘ACADEMIC’ ENABLER

Alan Maddison became a member of Palestine Live on 6th September 2017

‘Dr Alan Maddison’ was a biochemist and Director of Strategic Planning. He has now retired. Maddison entered the argument over antisemitism in October 2016. Dr Sam Glatt, a 90-year-old Jewish doctor, a friend of Maddison’s, wrote an open letter to John Mann MP, denouncing Mann’s attack on Ken Livingstone. Absurdly Glatt supported Livingstone’s position.

It is historical fact that the Zionist movement and Adolf Hitler were active at the same time. Zionists would have wanted to bring Jewish people out of a Germany which was rapidly falling into tragedy. Many wanted to leave. It is also true that Hitler wanted the Jews gone. Beyond these facts, everything falls apart. There was no concept of a unified Zionist movement. As Zionism represented a state without a state, a full spectrum of ideas existed within the ‘movement’. You can take the actions of any group to smear the whole (as is done when referencing pockets of Jewish terror activities in the late 1940’s).

Within the Zionist movement, some favoured making an agreement to allow Jews to leave. A deal was struck that was beneficial to both sides. Suggesting this means Hitler supported Zionism is like suggesting Israel and Hamas support each other when a deal is struck over a prisoner exchange.

This is how Hitler viewed Zionism:

“They have no thought of building up a Jewish State in Palestine, so that they might perhaps inhabit it, but they only want a central organization of their international world cheating, endowed with prerogatives, withdrawn from the seizure of others: a refuge for convicted rascals and a high school for future rogues.”

Which doesn’t leave much room for misunderstanding.

---

154 Description taken from Maddison’s Twitter profile see https://twitter.com/alanmaddison20
155 The letter was circulated in anti-Zionist circles. It was reproduced on Vox Political on 20th October https://voxpoliticalonline.com/2016/10/20/jewish-doctors-open-letter-denounces-john-manns-attention-seeking-claims-of-anti-semitism/
156 See Guardian article for general report on Livingstone https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/jun/14/ken-livingstone-i-didnt-say-hitler-was-a-zionist
157 Mein Kampf, 1925. See page 269 available online http://www.greatwar.nl/books/meinkampf/meinkampf.pdf
After the open letter came out, John Mann phoned Dr Glatt to talk to him. Mann spoke to him for some time, he suggests he was told the letter was written by a third party, and promptly made a statement claiming the letter was not real. This left Mann exposed, and soon after, a second letter appeared written by the Doctor confirming the first letter was written by him ‘with help’, after all.

Alan Maddison’s twitter feed for Summer / Autumn 2016 was full of talk about antisemitism. At some point in September, he seems to have been suspended from the Labour Party:

![Alan Maddison's tweet](https://i.imgur.com/123456789.png)

Then on the 22nd October, after the storm broke about Dr Glatt, it was Maddison that confirmed it was genuine:

![Alan Maddison's tweet](https://i.imgur.com/987654321.png)

At this point, it seems as if Greenstein and Maddison made contact. Greenstein specifically mentioned their discussion in his blog. What nobody mentioned was that Maddison and the Doctor had history. Maddison had written a blog on Glatt a year before the open letter was sent. The Doctor certainly has friends who know how to spin a story, if nothing else. Given that Mann had a call with the Doctor that disputed the authenticity of the letter, it isn’t beyond the bounds of possibility that Mann was unfortunate in that he walked innocently into a hard-core activists’ web. It is unlikely they were expecting the call. When Mann publicly refuted the authenticity of the letter, he was stung, with no way of disproving what was being said.

On November 11th, 2016, Maddison wrote a blog on ‘Politicalsift’ titled ‘Party Politics let down victims of hate crime and antisemitism’. The piece suggests the attention on Labour over antisemitism is unwarranted and politically motivated.

---

158 Mann later deleted this post, but it is available on Tony Greenstein’s blog http://azvsas.blogspot.co.uk/2016/10/complaint-against-john-mann-mp-for.html
159 See reference link above for details.
160 See Maddison article on his friend, the 89-year-old doctor https://politicalsift.wordpress.com/2015/08/21/an-89-year-old-jewish-friend-finds-anti-semitic-attacks-on-corbyn-ludicrous-by-alan-maddison/
Maddison used statistics provided by the CST, and the House of Commons Home Affairs Committee antisemitism report 2016/7 to say that allegations of antisemitism against labour mainly concern ‘“rudeness” whilst discussing Israel/Palestine’\(^{162}\).

By January he was sharing both Tony Greenstein and Jacqueline Walker posts on his Facebook page\(^{163}\).

His timeline began to focus almost exclusively on the topic. He started advertising Jaqueline Walker events as she uploaded them. On 28\(^{th}\) March 2017 he shared his first post from Mike Cushman from ‘Free Speech on Israel’. On 30 July Cushman returned the favour.

---

**Mike Cushman** | **Free Speech on Israel**
---

**30 July 2017**

*From Alan Maddison*

Thought this was interesting. About one third of hate crimes involve "assault" but only 8% of those motivated by anti-Semitism, for which none seemed to involve injury. This may reflect the CST's (Jewish reporting organisation) method of recruiting volunteers and using their own staff to report hate crimes. Just for perspective, beyond Hate Crimes, there were a total of 431 000 "Assaults with Injury" in England and Wales in 2016, of which 5 775 (1.3%) were related to a Hate Crime. Labour must address Hate Crimes, but also other victim groups (98.7%) which includes large numbers of women and children.

---

From this point on, Free Speech on Israel had found their ‘statistician’. When Jewish Voice for Labour (JVL) was founded, it was a natural choice for them to add him to their team\(^{164}\).

It appears that it is Maddison’s role to manipulate the numbers, to make it appear, whatever the truth, that antisemitism is not that serious a problem.

On 10\(^{th}\) November 2017 JVL published a piece Maddison had specially prepared which ‘analysed’ the latest report by the CST\(^{165}\).

Maddison’s analysis was badly flawed and contained several conceptual errors. I wrote about them explaining the elements within the framework that were skewed\(^{166}\). Maddison responded with further deflection in a blog on the JVL site a week later.

---


163 These observations were taken from simply viewing his Facebook timeline. In line with the policy of this document, no link will be provided.

164 The first report by Maddison produced for JVL gives him the title of ‘Independent Strategist’. See link on following reference.


---
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In January, JVL published another piece, which was Maddison’s submission to the Labour Party Democracy Review concerning the role of the BAME group. The piece argued that accusations of antisemitism against Labour are politically motivated.\(^{167}\)

On March 1\(^{st}\), 2018 JVL published another Maddison ‘denial’ piece, using more recent statistics from the CST.\(^{168}\) Jonathan Cook picked up the story and published a piece about it on his own blog, widening the circulation of the piece.\(^{169}\)

There are scary examples in history of people who used ‘faux academia’ to hide or legitimise racism for political gain and Maddison is clearly engaged in ‘belittling’ the accusation of antisemitism.\(^{170}\) Is there any evidence to suggest Maddison ‘should have known’?

As Maddison appreciates statistics, I decided to look at his contributions on Palestine Live statistically. The method was quite simple. Maddison only joined Palestine Live on 6\(^{th}\) September 2017, so I could easily capture all his responses. Between 6 September 2017 and 29 February 2018, Maddison engaged in fifty-eight threads in the group.

He only posted an article twice, meaning the remaining fifty-six posts were those he commented within. Those fifty-six formed our primary sample.

Twenty-four of those comments were on shares by someone already highlighted within this report. This was 43% of his posts. This is odd. If Maddison is so ‘tuned-in’ to antisemitism, if he is willing to scream from the rooftops that it isn’t a problem, then surely, he would be able to identify it?

Yet, there is a further issue, because the 43% only covers those already identified. As I did not require an investigation of every comment Maddison made, I used as a sample the 23 posts Maddison had engaged with since December 1, 2017. This covers 41% of the total, which is a more than reasonable sample size.

I discounted everyone who commented in a thread after Maddison did. If Maddison is commenting on a piece, then he can only have known about the person who made the original post, and those he saw as his commented.

Of the twenty-three within the sample, twelve posts were started by someone already in the report, or 52% of the total. Yet when Maddison commented on them, eighteen of these threads contained someone already identified, or 78% of the total. This 78% doesn’t even included people commenting that had not yet been identified or were not yet investigated in this research.


\(^{168}\) The piece has since been taken down. At the time of writing, there is no indication of why. The original piece was here [http://www.jewishvoiceforlabour.org.uk/antisemitism/searching-truth-line-abuse-allegations/](http://www.jewishvoiceforlabour.org.uk/antisemitism/searching-truth-line-abuse-allegations/)

\(^{169}\) Jonathan Cook is an ‘anti-Israel’ Journalist based in Nazareth see the article [https://www.jonathan-cook.net/blog/2018-03-01/labour-mp-anti-semitism-claims/](https://www.jonathan-cook.net/blog/2018-03-01/labour-mp-anti-semitism-claims/)

\(^{170}\) Maddison is doing both. The articles he writes ‘hide’ a problem with antisemitism. The argument that almost everything is ‘anti-Zionism’ and not antisemitism, legitimises it.
In addition, on 2\textsuperscript{nd} November and 17\textsuperscript{th} Feb, two posts were made, and Maddison was the single comment on the thread. These skew the statistics in Maddison’s favour, but will remain included because the level is so high, we do not need to adjust to make it even worse.

To investigate further, and to highlight the problem with Maddison to readers of this report, it was necessary to use a sample thread. There were two threads of interest, that were neither too long or too short. A post by Naomi Wimborne Idrissi on 20 November 2017. and a thread posted on the 1\textsuperscript{st} January 2018. Two names on Idrissi’s thread were automatically identified as people who were in the PSC report of Feb 2017\textsuperscript{171}. I felt this unfairly tainted my ability to choose freely, so I deliberately opted for the other one.

\*Data compiled from posts made within Palestine Live between 1 Dec 2017 and 28 Feb 2018

IMPORTANT NOTE: THIS IS NOT TO SUGGEST THAT ANYONE POSTED ANYTHING ANTISEMITIC WITHIN THE THREAD ITSELF, NOR TO SUGGEST ALAN MADDISON AGREES WITH THOSE IDEOLOGIES. THIS IS NOT THE POINT. THE QUESTION IS CAN ALAN MADDISON IDENTIFY LABOUR SUPPORTING ANTISEMITIC ACTIVITY OR NOT? DOES HE KNOW WHEN HE IS SWIMMING IN ANTISEMITIC SOUP?

\*It is not the intention of this report to ‘name and shame’ every problematic individual. I have consistently maintained a strategy of only highlighting people where necessary. For this reason, those two individuals are not mentioned here.
One other point to make. Maddison’s claim is that there is no problem within the Labour Party. It is therefore necessary to also include this element to the study. Two aspects are therefore placed under the microscope.

➢ Is Alan Maddison fit to discuss antisemitism?
➢ Are the examples relevant to the discussion on the Labour Party?

On the following pages we will look closer at the admins of the group and those within the thread. It is important to remember that Alan Maddison is actively promoting the idea that there is no problem of antisemitism within Labour.

Where someone has already been highlighted in the report, I will only reproduce one example.

The two active admins.

Elleanne Green and Tony Gratrex. There are hundreds of relevant screenshots. This is one172:

'http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/neonazi-meeting-london-richard-spencer-alt-right-fascist-activists-white-supremacists-a7563021.html

172 The link no longer works. This is the video on the London Forum YouTube channel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EwWK4AZogxY
173 See http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/neonazi-meeting-london-richard-spencer-alt-right-fascist-activists-white-supremacists-a7563021.html
174 VIEWER CAUTION ADVISED https://alisonchabloz.wordpress.com/2016/09/28/tell-me-more-lies-at-the-london-forum/
Both Corbyn supporters. Elleanne was ‘under investigation’. No doubt one of those false claims Alan Maddison keeps telling everyone about.

The identity of Corbyn as someone who will fight the ‘political elite’, fits well within the idea of Rothschild conspiracy and antisemitism:

---

David Carter
29 October 2017

Thank god for a politician who sticks by his principles and beliefs and won’t be swayed to abandon them, just to curry favour with the political elite and their financial backers.

Carter was in a thread on which Maddison commented from 7th November. A reminder of the type of material Carter shares, from January 2018.¹⁷⁵

---

¹⁷⁵ Holocaust Denial post from extreme right ‘Renegade Tribune’ see http://www.renegadetribe.com/holocaust-story-invented-2/
On 27th January, Maddison responded to a post by Aleksandra Davies.

Jonathan Ofir and Aleksandra seem to have a point, and I would question why ethnicity or religion would be relevant whether correct or not. But note how quick Maddison is to identify with racism when the target is not the Jews. We have seen several posts by Aleksandra in the report.
This is one posted earlier:

This is one I have not previously posted. It is interesting because it shows how a strategy of ‘Zionist’ in place of ‘Jew’ is so commonplace.

Many Jewish Zionists are not religious, so (brutal antisemitism aside), all the above would be nonsense anyway, but see how it has all become confused. Aleksandra is not attacking Zionism, she is (errantly) attacking Judaism, and simply placing the word ‘Zionist’, instead of the word Jew. It is typical of the way antisemites ‘switch’ the word to make it politically acceptable. What this post really says is that ‘Jews engage in utter mischief, injustice, and disregard life, to bring forward the end of the world. Jews are beyond evil.’

That comment above was posted in Palestine Live (on an Elleanne Green thread) four months ago (12 September 2017). Aleksandra’s timeline is full of pro-Corbyn articles and she is a member of several pro-Corbyn Facebook groups.
It is important to remember this research is not stretching out to find people. Everyone involved in this report was ‘low hanging fruit’, provided by the identity of the person connected to the research (in this case Alan Maddison).

In the case of the thread from January 1st, the person who shared it did not qualify for inclusion into the report. It must be said that his Facebook profile was private, but nothing he posted, including his source material, suggested an issue.

Elleanne responded. The next response was from William Charles. Charles is in the US, so his views on Corbyn are not included here. 9/11 conspiracy.

176 The article has little to do with the image. The image rests on the issue of the ‘arrested Israelis’ and the myths surrounding them, suggesting Israel was behind 9/11. See https://www.adl.org/news/article/decade-after-911-anti-semitic-conspiracy-theories-alive-and-well and http://www.councilfornationalinterest.org/new/the-dancing-israelis-trump-was-right-about-911-but-they-werent-muslims/#.VlIf4rGW7swL.facebook for original article. Wiki lists controversies with the source https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Council_for_the_National_Interest#Controversy
The next one would not have passed the threshold, were it not for the comment underneath:

![Image of a comment from William Charles]

It isn’t like he doesn’t know what ‘ZOG’ means:

![Image of a comment from William Charles]

The link he provides does not suggest it is a ‘hateful term’. This is what it says\(^\text{177}\):

> Zionist-occupied government (abbreviated as ZOG) is an antisemitic conspiracy theory that claims "Jewish agents" secretly control the governments of Western states. Other variants such as "Jewish occupational government" are sometimes used. The expression is used by white supremacist, far-right, nativist, or antisemitic groups in the United States and Europe, as well as by ultra-nationalists such as Pamyat in Russia, and various far-right groups including the Freemen, Identity Christians, Odinists, and Ku Klux Klan.

Yet, having read that, he chose to use it anyway. In addition, Charles has shared Gilad Atzmon posts, and many 9/11 articles\(^\text{178}\).


\(^{178}\) Link to ‘expert testimony’ of Gilad Atzmon at trial of Arthur Topham. Topham was convicted of antisemitism in Canada for material he publish on his website radicalpress.com  For original article see
The next person who commented was Madden Bailey. Bailey is also from the US (reminder – these are not the posts from within the thread):

Bailey on ISIS:


179 AWD News is a conspiracy website. See https://www.snopes.com/?s=awdnews.com for original article see
Bailey posted this in January:

It is a long post and end like this: 

Do you think it is a coincidence that founders of Google, Twitter and Facebook are Jews? And is it a coincidence that all three are instruments of surveillance and social engineering to bring about domination? Until someone renounces and denounces there Jewishness, they are complicit in the present destruction of Middle East and of our morals and of planet. Why? Go through my questions again please.

The article below pushes the ‘Khazar Myth’. The source is a site that promotes Holocaust denial articles.

---

180 See https://www.facebook.com/groups/637334846372022/permalink/1378007742304725/
181 For the original article see https://www.darkmoon.me/2013/top-israeli-scientist-says-ashkenazi-jews-came-from-khazaria-not-palestine/ for example of Holocaust denial see https://www.darkmoon.me/2016/a-short-introduction-to-the-study-of-holocaust-revisionism/
The next person who posted on the thread was Simon Massey. Massey is in the UK:

Simon Massey promoting David Icke:

Simon Massey on 7/7 and false flags after the Manchester attack:

---

182 The timing references are in relation to this [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manchester_Arena_bombing](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manchester_Arena_bombing)
Simon Massey sharing an Icke article:

The next post is from someone Jewish. The following one is from someone who only posted seven times on the site in two years. These two clearly cannot be included. Just to show this is not deceptive. One of those seven posts occurred on 6 September 2015 on a deeply antisemitic Rothschild Conspiracy post, that blamed the Jews for the two world wars and the Holocaust. Someone criticised it and this is how the excluded poster responded:

Their Facebook profile is closed and despite grounds for suspicion, they are set aside.

The next poster was Ron Brand. UK, and sharing ‘join Labour’ posts:

---

183 Original article here http://vaticproject.blogspot.co.uk/2014/06/britains-khazar-royal-family.html
Israel as ISIS\textsuperscript{184}:

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{ Ron Brand share Rothschild.png}
\end{center}

Brand sharing a Rothschild’s Master Plan video\textsuperscript{185}.

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{ Rothschild's Master Plan.png}
\end{center}

\textsuperscript{184} Like most conspiracy tales, it is just an excerpt made to seem more ‘sinister’ than it is. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E9ubCPIHrPQ&sns=fb

\textsuperscript{185} Rothschild conspiracy in four minutes, see https://www.facebook.com/disclosetv/videos/10154902917700628/ The group is ‘Disclose.tv, and full of illuminati, Rothschild, Mossad and Greater Israel conspiracy.
Ron Brand sharing O'Keefe.\(^\text{186}\)

The next poster was Ashleigh Shaw. Shaw has 43,000 followers on Facebook:

---

**Ashleigh Shaw**

3 September 2014 · +

INTERNATIONAL LAW = SELLING OUT PRINCIPALS
ISRAEL = PALESTINIAN LAND GIVEN TO LORD ROTHSCHILD
ROTHSCHILD'S LOAN MONEY TO KINGS AND COUNTRIES =
ROTHSCHILD'S OWN KINGS AND COUNTRIES!! NOW THE GLOBAL
NO CRITICISM OF ISRAEL BECOMES CLEAR...YOU DON'T BITE THE
HAND THAT FEEDS YOU

---

Sue Grant liked this post

---

**Ashleigh Shaw**

5 December 2014 · +

SEE THE TRUTH
ISIS. MADE BY MOSSAD.
INJURED TREATED BY ISRAEL...AND YOU THINK MUSLIMS WANT TO TAKE OVER THE WORLD!!

---

\(^{186}\) A brief Ken O'Keefe interview where he discusses the ‘Greater Israel project’ see
https://www.facebook.com/neonnettle/videos/876164249149747/ The Facebook group is similar to Disclose
TV in conspiratorial content.
If you want to hear Shaw, here is a video:\footnote{187}

The next post in the thread was by Michael O’Neill. O’Neill’s profile suggests he is Irish, but many of his political posts promote Corbyn. Therefore, it seems unlikely he voted, but there is no doubt about who he would have voted for if he could. Posts like this always make me suspicious:

\footnote{187 See video posted on Facebook \url{https://www.facebook.com/ashliegh/videos/10206374054729791/}}
This one is less subtle\textsuperscript{188}.

More from Michael O’Neill:

\textsuperscript{188} The photo is online here [https://www.facebook.com/RothschildZionism/photos/a.364238560311246.74939.364227313645704/655655967836159](https://www.facebook.com/RothschildZionism/photos/a.364238560311246.74939.364227313645704/655655967836159) it is an image from smoloko.com One of the most vicious antisemitic sites on the internet. Also full of Holocaust denial. View website here. (VIEW WITH CAUTION) [http://smoloko.com/](http://smoloko.com/)
The next poster was relatively clean. Or at least failed to qualify for this report. Then there was Michael Fox. Fox supports Corbyn and like some of the others, seems to be a party member:

---

Mossad =
Israeli Secret Intelligence Service
= ISIS

---

last chance for a labour leader that supports Palestine
£3 to join as a supporter and get a vote - come on!

Register to vote
www.jeremyforlabour.com

---
The first of his posts is old. I am producing it here because it is Icke, and people who are not racists, don’t post David Icke, whatever year it may have been\textsuperscript{189}.

![Simon Fox - New World Order Resistance](https://example.com/simon-fox-new-world-order-resistance)

**Simon Fox**

20 June 2012

Another amazing discovery... hitler’s grandmother was the servant in Vienna of Eran Rothshild. She had an illegitimate son (Alois Schicklgruber)... by Rothshild. So hitler’s father was a Rothshild, and so was Hitler. This research looks pretty convincing.

Was Hitler a Rothshild?

BIBLIOTECAPLEYADES.NET

This is a share from theuglytruth, an antisemitic website that spreads Holocaust denial\textsuperscript{190}.

![Simon Fox - Palestine Live](https://example.com/simon-fox-palestine-live)

**Simon Fox**

31 October 2015 at 15.32

“Je Suis Charlie... or perhaps not” - advocating sanctions is a criminal offence - unless they happen to be against Russia or Iran then they are totally legal.

**FRANCE BANS BDS (because it is “anti-semitic”)**

theuglytruth.wordpress.com

Douglas Wong and 22 others

19 Comments

More from Simon Fox\textsuperscript{191}.

![Simon Fox shared a link](https://example.com/simon-fox-shared-a-link)

**Simon Fox shared a link**

20 February 2010

This is the root of USA funding for israel - not so much the Zionist Christians but more the fact that nearly all the top politicians in the US are joint Israeli citizens - loyal to whom?

Dual Citizenship -- Should we be worried?

VIEWZONE.MAGAZINE offers a look at life and humanity from different angles. Arizona history, Mexico, Hindu, India, Lost History, religion and mysteries as well as humor.

VIEWZONE.COM

\textsuperscript{189} See http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_rothschild04.htm

\textsuperscript{190} See https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2015/10/29/france-bans-bds-because-it-is-anti-semitic/

\textsuperscript{191} See http://www.viewzone.com/dualcitizen.html and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kc1IgqGYSA
And one more from Fox:

Simon Fox  PALESTINE LIVE
29 June 2015  

Whatever your views on 9/11 this video has lots of very interesting information on the Israeli government, how and why it developed its hawk like stance - lots of very interesting facts - oh and some stuff about Mossad and 9/11

9/11, Israel & the Mossad Investigated with Christopher Bollyn
9/11, links to Israel, the mossad, and the crime within a crime...

Elleanne Green and 2 others

Like  Comment  Share

At which point Alan Maddison posted.
And Alan Maddison spends his time manipulating statistics so as to write articles that suggest there isn’t a problem with antisemitism on the left.

This is a presentation of the research, rather than commentary, but there is little worse than a blatant denial of rampant racism simply for ideological purposes. It reeks of Soviet style propaganda. Whatever, or whoever is dealing with groups like FSOI and JVL, is playing with people who are willing to stand alongside white supremacists, Holocaust Deniers and anti-Jewish conspiracy theorists, whilst at the same time attacking British Jews over what they disgracefully claim are ‘fake accusations of antisemitism’.
QUANTIFYING ANTISEMITISM

The question I had to ask, was how much of the activity on Palestine Live is driven by those who share antisemitic material? To assess the concentration levels, by looking at the posters, rather than each individual post or comment.

So many perfectly reasonable posts descended into antisemitic chaos, some virulently antisemitic shares were popular, others went as ‘unliked’ as those who pushed a far too moderate tone. There are also too many threads that have disjointed discussions, which indicates there have been deleted posts. Any system of gauging concentration levels by analysing the posts themselves would be impossible to quantify and highly subjective.

It became visibly obvious that during the lifetime of this group, many moderate posters had left because of antisemitism. Some in loud anger, others simply by silently walking out of the door. It is also true that at times, posters had also been evicted because of persistent and spam-like racism. A far more accepted strategy on the site was simply to tell them to stop saying ‘Jewish’ and start saying ‘Zionist’. Or to tell them that it is okay to be a Holocaust Denier, but ‘it doesn’t look good if you do it here’.

In antisemitic threads (for example over Israel being behind Charlie Hebdo), comments that were more moderate received less likes than those which were racist. I saw one long thread, where a Jewish poster was arguing over Holocaust ‘revision’. Each comment he made was left without any likes. The opposition received a few likes on each comment. I thought to myself ‘why is he here’? Even now, after all these years of this type of research, I still have no answer to that question. What is true is that a small minority within the group reject extremism but have continued to maintain an occasional and vocal presence. Floyd, why on earth are you in that group?

What was also noticeable was that the main Jewish players in the group, those behind Jewish Voice for Labour or Jewish Voices for Peace, did not engage in fighting antisemitism. What they did is adopt a strategy of language over content. They rarely addressed the antisemitism, they just told people to use the word Zionist instead of Jew. This is abetting racists, because it teaches them how to be racist in public. These Jewish posters left all the conspiracy posts alone.

Method

To assess and identify concentration levels, I chose to use the same method and definition as I have previously192. I would only count someone who has shared antisemitic material several times, that is, at least three qualifying posts. For this exercise, I do not count ‘likes’ of material at all, however antisemitic. I may use them as evidence, but not as part of the ‘qualification’. Where there is doubt, I discount the post from the research. As always, because of this conservative approach, any figure I produce will is likely to be a ‘low’ estimate.

192 See report definition of antisemitism on page four

David Collier, March 2018 report - Palestine Live part two
The way to deflect research such as this is to suggest it has been selective, even though it clearly has not. Or to bring forward some examples of older posts, and claim this is ‘old news’, even though I captured hundreds of images from the last few months. The concentration levels in the examples are simply too high to excuse. Antisemites, don’t suddenly stop being antisemites, and if it were possible, it would never happen in an environment such as Palestine Live.

I decided the way to attack such deflections was to focus on recent events and capture all the posters inside Palestine Live during a two-week period in 2018. I was only interested in those sharing material, or driving discussion, and not those who made comments in the thread. This way, I reasoned I would be dealing with the ‘central figures’ of the group.

I would then analyse each of the ‘central figures’ in turn and using their social media activity, test to see if they qualified for this report. This way I could quantify how much of the key activity within the group is driven by those who share hard-core antisemitic material.

A sample time-period was chosen, and I used the posts shared in Palestine Live between 1st and 15th February 2018. The count was finalised before midnight, so may fall slightly short of the actual total. The poster’s identity was logged, and a list of posters was compiled. The total number of posts was 844. The total number of posters was 110.

Of these 110 posters, not all were eligible for the research. One or two-time posters with closed Facebook accounts could not be included. If Social media content was not available because of privacy settings, and there was not a large enough pool of posts to analyse, the poster could not be included. This removed 24 people from the study. As would logically be expected (due to their low social media activity), this did not greatly impact on the total number of posts. That was reduced to 793.

Therefore, although the number of posters in the study was reduced by about 22%, the post total was only reduced by 6%. This confirms that the integrity of the sample remained intact, and the ‘key figures’ were captured in the sample.

The sample for this study consisted of 86 posters who had together contributed to 94% of the posting activity on Palestine Live between the 1st and 15th of February 2018.

A search was then conducted of the poster’s social media activity. Only hard-core antisemitic shares were considered. Simply mentioning the name ‘Rothschild’, for example, would not register unless it was attached to the Rothschild Conspiracy. Similarly, 9/11 conspiracy without explicit reference to Israel or Mossad, was discounted.

When the totals became clear, it became important to distinguish the Jewish posters to create a better picture of the situation. Nobody is suggesting the Jewish anti-Zionists are Holocaust Deniers. The argument is that they provide illegitimate cover for antisemites. There are not many of them, they are the same faces, and these few people would distort findings unless removed.
Two sets of statistics are therefore provided. One with the anti-Zionist Jewish posters included, one with them excluded.

As it excludes those who will not share antisemitic material (the Jewish members), it is the second set of statistics, that provides the better reflection of antisemitic levels within the group.
CONCENTRATION LEVELS (1)

Antisemitic concentration levels – total posters (86)

- 53% antisemitic
- 47% not antisemitic

Antisemitic concentration levels – total posts (794)

- 64% antisemitic
- 36% not antisemitic
CONCENTRATION LEVELS (W/O ANTI-ZIONIST JEWS) (2)

Antisemitic concentration levels (w/o anti-Zionist Jewish) – total posters (79)

Antisemitic concentration levels (w/o anti-Zionist Jewish) – total posts (678)
NOTES / FINDINGS

➢ Posters – means total number of posters captured in the fifteen-day period
➢ Posters – antisemitic – means total number of posters who had qualified for the research by sharing at least three antisemitic posts
➢ Posters – not – means posters who had not qualified for the research. Meaning that for whatever reason I could not find three problematic posts they had shared.
➢ Posts – means total number of posts made in the group
➢ Posts – antisemitic – means total number of posts made by people who had qualified. This does NOT MEAN those posts captured were antisemitic. This research is about quantifying the level with people, not posts.
➢ Posts – not – means posts made by those who had not qualified for the research

Most of the posts were made by those already contained within the report. A consistent pattern is developing. The more someone posts, the more likely it is they share antisemitic material. Just as was found in the research into the PSC and SPSC, without antisemitism, people are much less likely to go out and run a street stall, demonstrate or go to a meeting. Antisemitism therefore, remains a primary driver in anti-Zionist activity.

This is further supported by the difference in the concentration levels between the posts and posters. It suggests the more likely one is to share antisemitic activity, the higher the volume of posts.

The problem is also not a Muslim one. This is a Western virus, and the Rothschild conspiracy which underpins so much of the mindset, is hardly seen at all in posts from Arabs, or Muslims in the wider context.

If there is an error in calculation, it will be that the 73% is a low reflection of reality. The only possibilities can be that I have missed posts, or that I have failed to identify a Jewish poster. Both errors would make the finding a conservative estimate. One by raising the level of antisemitic shares, the other by raising the level of clean posters excluded from the second concentration statistic.

As the majority are already contained in the report, I do not feel it is required to reproduce more. Sixteen of those who qualified, only shared sixteen posts between them, another seven produced fourteen posts. As I have consistently tried to keep the numbers of people identified to a minimum, I do not think it in anyone’s interests, nor required, to post so many members names, when there is so little statistical effect. I have all the images to publish if required.
CONCLUSION

Palestine Live is a sewer, full of antisemitic ideologies. The concentration levels (amongst active posters) is higher than I have found elsewhere. Once the Jewish contingent are removed from the equation, three out of every four posts, are placed on the site by someone who shares hard-core antisemitic conspiracy theories. Even with the Jewish members included, that number is almost six in ten.

Yet it is a group with MPs and with a sitting Member of the House of Lords. It is a group where self-declared ‘anti-racists’ gather from across the globe. Everybody involved in this group needs to ask themselves how it came to be, that they were comfortable, at home, with white supremacy, antisemitism and Holocaust Denial?

I have little doubt that the ‘headlines’ will focus on Jeremy Corbyn, the other MPs, perhaps Jenny Tonge, and if it was previously unknown, the Mavi Marmara exchange. It is certainly something that all needs to be looked at closely.

These concentration levels are shocking, and there is no excuse for their involvement. Yet this a central hub, where humanitarian issues are supposed to be the primary concern. How can such a concentration of hate, fool so many people? That for me is the most worrying aspect of it all. People actually believe these are human rights activists.

This is not anti-Zionism, in any way, but hard-core antisemitism. It is so pervasive, so overwhelming, that it is difficult to understand how anyone would not sense it the moment they arrived in the group.

The global Jew, that was greedy, who stole Christian children for their blood, who controlled the world by plotting in secret and spreading disease, has now been replaced perfectly by the Zionist. The Zionists want it all, they kill Palestinian children for fun, they run media and the banks, and they spread ‘war’ across the globe. If only the Zionists could be wiped out. Haven’t we been here before?

The group acts exactly like a cult. External influences are ridiculed and treated as if they are blasphemous. Posts that are on message are ‘liked’, those that are not, are ignored. If you run against the clan, you will be exiled. I followed a few posters who have maintained some dignity but seen too many others deteriorate. Antisemitism spreads within this environment like a virus.

And then there are the anti-Zionist Jews. People who undeniably know that this antisemitism exists, or do not understand antisemitism at all. Yet they were told, they were shown, twice, and on both occasions, they chose to ridicule the messenger, to protect the antisemites. Some call them ‘self-haters’, I never have, and I will not now. They are racists. They have disassociated themselves from the community, and they demonise Jews, just as Jews have always been demonised by antisemites.

For the last few years they have embarked on a strategy of public antisemitism denial, using their Jewish identity to legitimise raw anti-Jewish hatred. Standing alongside them are Holocaust Deniers, anti-Jewish conspiracy theorists, and a long list of journalists, politicians...
and commentators, ready to support them. All of whom place their own political ideology over and above the safety of British Jews. It is shocking, disgraceful and scary.

One noteworthy change is the rise in the number of posters denying the Holocaust. A visible increase from my other reports. It may be because of the more secure environment, it might also be a vital part of the spread of new antisemitism.

The real-world conflict is a tragedy, and history unfolded the way it did, with Jewish refugees flooding British Palestine to escape the horrors unfolding in Europe. The Jewish State to an antisemite, is as Hitler put it ‘a refuge for convicted rascals and a high school for future rogues.’ The creation of Israel therefore, becomes a child of the devil. Denying, the Holocaust is a further way of stripping the Jew of all humanity and sympathy. The Holocaust becomes an evil Zionist plot.

The result is a sickening mix of anti-Jewish hate from both right and left wing, that gather together to compete with stories about how awful those Zionists are. It is antisemitism, it is a virus, and it has clearly tainted the opposition party in the UK from the very top. In this country they call it anti-Zionism.

Jeremy Corbyn entered this group and did not see this was a place no MP should step foot inside? How is that possible? Whether he believes he is politically impotent without these haters, or whether he is simply oblivious to antisemitism, does not really change the sickening realisation that he was posting inside the group. Alan Hart, Gilad Atzmon, Paul Eisen, shares by Icke, Duke and antisemitic conspiracy websites galore. How did he not see it? Why did he not look? And Jenny Tonge? How many years has she claimed that it is all a false accusation, a political manipulation, just as Jews have always been accused of such deeds?

Theoretical Anti-Zionism may not equate precisely to antisemitism, but practical anti-Zionism is too intertwined with anti-Jewish hatred to be separated. Imagine for a moment Jeremy Corbyn was to win. What then for British Jews?

Action needs to be taken, and it needs to be taken now. There is clear evidence of a collusion, and there are too many people denying antisemitism in public, whilst flirting with Holocaust Deniers in private. Like Jewish Voice for Labour. No more lies.

Reading the report, cannot help but reinforce the idea that Jews must be thankful we live in a world where Israel exists. Yet as a British Jew I must ask myself just how things in the UK have turned so very dark, so very quickly?
APPENDIX UNHOLY ALLIANCES

It has been clearly shown that Palestine Live is little more than an antisemitic sewer of Neo-Nazi and Communist antisemitism. It isn’t precise to term it ‘new antisemitism’, because of the level of pure white supremacist ideology that is contained in the group. What is also clear is that nobody should be having any dealings with this group whatsoever.

Anti-Zionist Jews are mostly racists, and in pursuit of their own ideological position (invariably Marxist), have set up camp in an antisemitic swamp. Given the raw antisemitism present, it is a sickening alliance, and their persistence in teaching ‘Jew-Haters’ to use the word ‘Zionist’ instead of ‘Jew’, only makes it worse.

Then there are organisations, media outlets, charities, peace groups and other self-interest groups, also present. None of them should be here. If a peace activist is willing to ally with this level of hate, that are either blind to Jewish racism, indifferent to it, or racist themselves.

What follows is a list of people who are attached to organisations and hold a position of authority within that organisation. They are listed here because their presence in this group is inexcusable.

At this point, I have no interest in highlighting additional antisemitic posters, except where necessary, and when I do, it will be with a simple example. I possess additional screenshots for all those I must use, and they all passed the qualifying threshold for the research.

IF THERE IS JUST A MEMBER PHOTO WITHOUT ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE, THERE WAS NO SIGN OF ACTIVITY RECORDED. THIS DOES NOT MEAN THERE WASN’T, ONLY THAT IT WAS NOT FOUND.

THIS IS A PARTIAL LIST. I AM STILL UNRAVELLING DATA
Kristyan Benedict is crisis response manager for Amnesty International UK. Benedict was probably a member of the group at this point. Kristyan Benedict was willing to do a deal with this group.

Member. Secretary General of Amnesty Canada. Could not find evidence of activity. He was added to the group by Sid Shniad from Independent Jewish Voices, Canada.

Alli McCracken is ‘North America Campaigner’. She was co-founder at Code Pink.
McCracken advertising an event:

David Birkett Phoenix Festival Media and Fund raising at Amnesty UK (unverified)

Posting Oct 2 2017¹⁹⁷:

A little Holocaust Denial\textsuperscript{198}:

David Birchett Good of Noam, and of course you must be aware.
Jacqueline that plainly and simply put, Israelis and NOT Semitcs.
Israelis are merely European Colonist.
As I say to my dwindling number of Jewish friends, “I’m more Semite
than any Ashkenazi Jew could ever be.”

As an “historical fact, and across the last century, far from being
persecuted: Zionist Bolshevist Communist Jews have been at the
very forefront of persecution and attempted destabilization and
overthrow of various countries throughout Europe.
Helping to bring about their own German government’s defeat 1918
and Declaring War on Germany in 1933.

Holocaust: Not even one body, of thousands autopsied by US
medical examiners across ALL camps after World War II exhibited
any signs of dying from ANY type of “Gas” poisoning. Nor evidence
of any viable gas chambers for the purpose of killing humans. And
NO verifiable death toll above that of which was stated by the sealed
official Red Documents discovered in 1979 of 273,000 for ALL
prisoners of which Jews were the vast majority. But very much less
than many other ethnic groups.

Yet it is a historical fact that the 80% Jewish dominated Bolshevist
Communist Soviet regime murdered in excess of 60 million Russian
Christians between 1919 and 1953.
So Israeli behavior towards Palestine is nothing new in the history of
Jewish Zionist Bolshevist behavior.

Nobel Laureate Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn wrote:
“You must understand, the leading Bolsheviki who took over Russia
were not Russians. They hated Russians. They hated Christians.
Driven by ethnic hatred they tortured and slaughtered millions of
Russians without a shred of human remorse. It cannot be
overstated. Bolshevism committed the greatest human slaughter of
all time. The fact that most of the world is ignorant and uncaring
about this enormous crime is proof that the global media is in the
hands of the perpetrators.”

\textquote[Just Sayin’ ❤️]{Just Sayin’}
Like Reply 1y Edited

\section*{CODE PINK}

Code Pink: Women for Peace is an internationally active NGO that describes itself as a
“grassroots peace and social justice movement\textsuperscript{199}.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{MedeaBenjamin.png}
\caption{Medea Benjamin liking a post about Jacqueline Walker. Posted 9 Feb 2018}
\end{figure}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{198} Posted on Jacqueline Walker thread, 9th December 2016
\textsuperscript{199} http://www.codepink.org/splash?splash=1
\end{flushright}
Here is Codepink. Visible names are Barbara Hudson and Elleanne Green, both of whom have shared far-right material. For Barbara Hudson see SPSC report 2017.
Alan Hart (recently passed away)

Monday is the 50th anniversary of the execution of Che Guevara by the Bolivian military after his capture by the CIA. Che, seen here in Gaza in 1959, was a reliable friend of the Palestinian people.
Amber Gilewski
Added by Brian Edouard Curdy on 26 March 2015

Sonja – Australia

Sonja Karker
Added by Elleanne Green on 2 August 2013
Human Rights advocate for Palestine at
Australians for Palestine/Women for Palestine

Sally Lauren • PALESTINE LIVE
18 November 2015 at 13:50

“The attacks in Paris managed to cause a row between
Israel and Sweden.”

Israel to Sweden: Don’t Make the Paris Attacks
About Palestine
foreignpolicy.com

Sandra Vatta, Elleanne Green and 38 others
17 Comments

Sonja Karker: Didn’t Netanyahu say that in wake of Paris attacks, the world
should condemn attacks against Israel? Sounds like he was making the Paris
attacks about Israel.

RICHARD SILVERSTEIN, TIKKUN OLUM

Richard Silverstein
Joined about 2 years ago
Owner at Tikkun Olam

On 22 June 2017, Elleanne posted one of her usual libellous antisemitic posts:

---

201 It is a post from Philip E Taylor, who provides people with grotesque levels of antisemitism see
https://www.facebook.com/philip.e.taylor.75/posts/10209871752291956

David Collier, March 2018 report - Palestine Live part two
Silverstein not only unfairly slurs Israellycool, who only reported on an item, but he describes an antisemitic trope as ‘a false story’. This on a thread by someone who posts material such as this:
It is impossible to fathom how anyone who claims they are anti-racist, could maintain a presence on this site. In every thread, there will be engagement with people who deny the Holocaust, with white supremacists, and other forms of rabid antisemitism. There is no excuse for it.

It is certainly impossible to explain this

Tikun Olam תיקון עולמים
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Israel Lobby and the Anti-Semitism Hoax

December 14, 2016 By Richard Silverstein — 13 Comments

Being written by someone who has been a member of Palestine Live for years. Ideology above all. Especially the truth.

What hoax Richard – please explain?

JEWSH VOICE FOR PEACE

And this one is mind-blowing. What on earth is Rebecca Vilkomerson doing in Palestine Live?

Rebecca Vilkomerson
Added by Eileanne Green on 21 February 2015
Brooklyn, New York

?????????????????????????????????
Green, Gratex, Vilkomerson. Posted without further comment.

Michael Deheeger (no sign of activity)

Aimee Shalan Medical Aid for Palestinians

Aimee Shalan

Escaping forward in Gaza | FOSZU
www.foszu.org

Elleanne Green, Stephanie De-Sylves and 3 others

Elleanne Green Thanks for posting this Aimee Shalan! I saw Jocelyn Hurndall at Amnesty later on the day when we met last week...
Veterans for peace

David Rose

Added by Eileanne Grean on 28 March 2018
Organizer at Veterans for Peace.

© Claus Cornelius Hansen shared Quds News Network's video
24 November 2017

Israeli hatred and violence against Palestinians summed up in this archival video of heavily armed Israeli occupiers assaulting one Palestinian man in al-Jalzoun camp.

Don’t let this stop here, share it widely!

17 reactions · 7 Comments

Like · Comment

 diligioso Green, Aleksandra Davies and 16 others

Eileanne Green All this footage is so powerful and it cannot be denied even by the likes of Soffersman
Like · Reply · 14w

Feddie Sackeil Isn’t it about enough for those scum. They shouldn’t be so tough if they took off their overalls and drop the guns. Not a word from the so called press.
Like · Reply · 14w

Sherry Wendor OUPGI
Like · Reply · 14w

Eileanne Green Cowardly fascist BRUTES
Like · Reply · 14w · Edited

Eileanne Green Who could ever support these acts of actions?
Like · Reply · 14w

David Rose This country deserves to die? Within living history, the Jews have suffered pogroms, property devastation, ghettization, relocation camps, physical indignities, outrage, brutalization and worse. What Israel does now to the Palestinians shames those who “went up the smokestacks” and spits on the very scripture and tremendous humanitarian tradition that once made the children of Israel such a great and admired people. Shame, Shame.
Martin Lejeune was a member. He is German, he should know better\textsuperscript{202}.

\textsuperscript{202} \url{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Lejeune}

RABBIS FOR HUMAN RIGHTS? (No sign of activity)
Barnaby Raine

Haim Bresheeth

So there it is: a web of lies, distortions, contortions - alt fact and alt reality of the Zionist type. Simply put: anyone who dares to criticise Israel will be exorciated by Zionist collaborators and apologists who shall have no compunction about using the media at their command to spread lies and more lies.

Will they win?

Well, that depends on all of us. Letting them win will be a strike at the foundations not only of international justice, but also at the freedom of speech. Decide if you think you can afford that.

Free Speech on Israel - Jews & friends who say antizionism is NOT antisemitism
PAUL EISEN

Paul Eisen
Added by Eliesanne Green on 21 May 2014
London, United Kingdom

Eliesanne Green • PALESTINE LIVE
14 April 2019 at 15:15 - III

American Jews arrive in Israel to join army in midst of Gaza conflict
www.dailymail.co.uk

Ty Ebrigt, Larry Saltzman and 18 others 30 Comments

Paul Eisen It's Jewish money not Israeli money - They will know it and until they start saying it, nothing is going to change.

ISRAEL SHAMIR (NO SIGN OF ACTIVITY)

Israel Shamir
Added by Eliesanne Green on 18 December 2018
Nowhere university

Frances Leader

Frances Leader shared her post.
17 June 2010

The heart of the beast is Zorlim, which controls our City of London.
When you are binging recipes at the heads of the tytfs remember that the SEST move will always be to AIM FOR THE HEART.
The British cannot do that from within the EU.
We need our complete sovereignty to abolish the City of London.
THAT IS THE MOST CRUCIAL & HIDDEN ISSUE OF THIS REFERENDUM!!!!

Eliesanne Green and 5 others 14 Comments
Jamie Stern-Weiner

Elleanne Green
0 Admin · 16 February at 13:13
Emergency humanitarian fundraiser for UNRWA: an update.
We received many communications from people wanting to attend but
unable to afford the entrance fee.
As a result, we have reduced ticket prices to £15.
Join Tariq Ali, Norman Finkelstein, Ghada Karmi and other special guests for
what promises to be a truly special evening of solidarity with the people of
Gaza.
Please circulate widely, and come if you can – it would be great to see you
all there!

5 Likes · 4 Comments

Rich Forer, Soria Mak and 9 others
Terry Gray Booked
Elleanne Green · Jamie Stern-Weiner - getting the word out...
Jamie Stern-Weiner · Many thanks! Tickets can be purchased here:
https://www.facebook.com/events/154307423561530/ All proceeds
to UNRWA
KEN O’KEEFE (no sign of activity)

CYNTHIA MCKINNEY (NO SIGN OF ACTIVITY)

RICHARD FALK

David Collier, March 2018 report - Palestine Live part two
Sue Thomson

Kevin Metcalf: *r u a truther?*

David Dorsey: *what are your thoughts on this*

Sue Thompson: @kevin...read this please & tell me what you think?
http://www.salem-news.com/?.../septe.../911_truth_9-11-09.php

Elleanne Green: It was good to run into you and have a chat in Brussels at the European Parliament session, Sue Thompson ... a gathering of the clan ...

ASDA REHMAN (WAR ON WANT203

Asad Rahman
Executive director at War on Want

Yolande Knell BBC (No activity)


David Collier, March 2018 report - Palestine Live part two
But they like her

Elleanne Green Yolande Knell is a member here & she has managed to get a little truth onto 'From Our Own Correspondent' recently, we want more of it!

Elleanne Green → PALESTINE LIVE
23 April 2018 at 03:09

Piece on BBC Radio 4 'From Our Own Correspondent' from Yolande Knell which tries to be fairer than most ... it really cannot be easy ...

Jake Moose Turner, Shlomit Kleinman and 1 other
This one perhaps is no surprise. Miko Peled:

Miko Peled
Added by Elleanna Green on 2 August 2013
Washington, District of Columbia

Elleanna Green shared Miko Peled's post.
© Admin 3 August 2013

Huge respect to Neris Eliaza for this

Neris Eliaza wrote this re the protest in the Nablus. I'm the least significant person in the struggle against the Prauser Plan. Yesterday, fasting men, women and children stood under the sun in the desert surrounded by disproportional number of palest cops, heavily armed police officers and homeland. They stood there in a giant humiliating hook and chanting ceaselessly. Their children and sisters were brutally arrested in the previous demonstration and were heavily fined. Nevertheless the heat and the massive presence of oppressive powers did not break the pride and did not silence the loud demand for justice. These people should be applauded and not me. I should have uploaded their brave faces but the last thing I want is to do is to assist the police. I agree completely except for the first sentence.

1 Like 13 Comments

Elleanna Green © Glad that Miko Peled posted this and that it was spotted for here
4y Edited Like

© Neris Eliaza Please, you get it all wrong. Jewish Israeli protesters are placed in an awkward position because even if they are proclaimed antizionist they still represent the privileged oppressors. Therefore thank my Palestinian and Israeli Palestinian friends.

... See more

Elleanna Green © Powerfully said, @ Neris ... and inspiring too
4y Like

Ron Taylor: Well said, Neris.
4y Like

© Neris Eliaza Thanks
4y Like

Miko Peled Cuts right through the BS
4y Like
And his sister. From day one of the group:

But would you really expect his sister to be hanging around in a group liking posts by David Duke?

This is the post:

If you haven’t seen this 15 min YouTube video by Dr David Duke, I would urge you to do so! It will just add more information you already have on the Zionists aims and actions! I look forward to reading the discussion on this!

These are the likes:

---

See video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=noln8nx43Sk
Nurit, and notice that Alero Elizabeth Dudley posted a ‘like’ too.

But Israelis like David Sheen have no problem meeting with Elleanne Green in Israel.

David Sheen was a member.
With Eran Efrati, former head of Breaking the Silence. (Was active)
BUT HE SHOULD NOT BE HERE!! (NO SIGN OF ACTIVITY)

ICAHD:

Angela Godfrey-Goldstein
Added by Eileanne Green on 6 October 2013
Works at End The Occupation

Eileanne Green → PALESTINE LIVE
7 November 2014 at 01:17

Should U.S. Block Charity Aid to Israeli Settlers?

Anton Lloyd-Walls, Brian Edouard Curdy and 58 others
34 Comments

Angela Godfrey-Goldstein Minor issue. Totally irrelevant, I know. Hardly worth mentioning, in fact. It’s ILLEGAL under American law it’s illegal to fund overseas political issues. The funds are being sent as if it’s to charity. This...See more.

Jeff Halper (no sign of activity)

Jeff Halper
Added by Judy Van Horn Neunuebel on 5 April 2014
Program Director at The People Yes! Network (TPYN)

Sigal Kook Avivi
Added by Eileanne Green on 17 April 2014
Tel Aviv, Israel
Israel is guilty in continuous war crimes, but persecutes those who expose the crimes rather than those who commit them. Like Dorian Gray in Oscar... See more

Video: Israel Doesn’t Want You to See
www.youtube.com

Elleanne Green, William Charles and 4 others

Elleanne Green: Thank you for a powerful contribution. Ofer...

Ofer Neiman
15 January at 21:38

Sinn Féin Ireland’s post
Martina Anderson MEP addressed a demonstration in Derry...

Elleanne Green, Tony Graetz and 26 others

Elleanne Green: Ofer Cassif, I met comrade Anderson a few years ago. She’s a remarkable woman who spent 13 years in prison for IRA activity.
Rivka Vitenberg
View 3 recent posts
Added by Elleanne Green on 18 August 2014.
Paris, France

Rivka Vitenberg
PALESTINE LIVE
7 January at 13:36

Palestinians Chant 'Traitor' During Protest Against Orthodox Patriarch
rumble.com

Elleanne Green and 1 other
2 Comments

Rivka Vitenberg
PALESTINE LIVE
2 March at 12:42


Who profits from keeping Gaza on the brink of humanitarian catastrophe? | +972 Magazine
972mag.com

1

Rivka Vitenberg
PALESTINE LIVE
15 February at 13:56

This is really exciting news—the Palestinian-led movement for Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions has been nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize!

6

YAAR PERETZ

Yaar Peretz
Added by Elleanne Green on 20 November 2014
Graduate Teaching Assistant (GTA) at Keele University
Another Israeli who has transcended...

Yaar Peretz, Al Quds Day 2011, London 21st August 2011 [inminds]
London Al Quds Day rally at Trafalgar Square 21st August...
YOUTUBE.COM

Elleeanne Green, Yaar Peretz and 1 other

Elleeanne Green I have met Yaar Peretz (Ronnie Barkan thank you for the introduction) and he is most impressive - he is a member here... I wish him well ... and would love to see people of his calibre running Israeli policy rather than the current horrors...

Elleeanne Green These words are read on his behalf and are hugely powerful ... Yaar tells truth ... and he is genuinely radical ... do play this one....

Teli Shapia
Added by Elleeanne Green on 2 August 2013
Boycott from within

Ronnie Barkan

Legal experts cannot erase Israel’s history of torture | +972 Magazine
Since 2001 over 200 complaints of torture have been submitted by Palestinians. Not a single criminal investigation has been opened by Dr. Hana Nusseibeh Whichever...

David Collier, March 2018 report - Palestine Live part two
Ofer Neiman is one of the most prolific contributors to Palestine Live. Ofer has mixed it up with almost everyone listed in this report:

Here is an example of him, Nurit Peled and well, a Nazi
Examples from Anton Lloyd Wallis

Thai Royal Praises Hitler, Denies Jew Holocaust
Andræ Anglin Daily Stormer May 14, 2015 The Jews have their parties in a bunch over Stalin...
WWW.DAILYSTORMER.COM

Ich Bin Sylvia Stoicz
9 June 2015 I have decided to leave Ich Bin Sylvia Stoicz, the members are doing a great job. I do not have the time to manage the group anymore. I will leave it to the members to decide who the new administrator will be.

Alison Chabicz
7 November 2017 Thank you for your friendship Alison. Keep playing your music.

HOLOCOAX DEPROGRAMMING COURSE
Free yourself from a lifetime of Holo-brainwashing about “Six Million” Jews “gassed” in “Gas Chambers Disguised as Shower Rooms”

HOLOCAUSTDEPROGRAMMINGCOURSE.COM

1 Comment
Ronnie Barkan is a member too.